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Abstract

In the present day microelectronics, supply voltage scaling has received an
intense attention as an efficient approach to reduce the power consumption in
battery-operated and energy-harvested wireless systems. However, process,
voltage and temperature (PVT) variations increase with lowering the supply
voltage. This poses a challenge to ultra-low voltage (ULV) design to make
robust circuits while maintaining the energy efficiency.
In this dissertation, ultra-low voltage building blocks are developed in 65 nm
Bulk CMOS and 28 nm FDSOI technologies. The work focuses on mak-
ing an optimal trade-off between the energy efficiency and the robustness
of the building-blocks. At device level, combinations of higher order effects
were considered. Static CMOS logic was used throughout the logic cells de-
velopment. A constant effort was made to balance the drive strengths of
the pull-up and pull-down networks with less area overhead and increase
the functional yield of the cells. For the sequential elements, a single-phase
clocked and contention free flip-flop structure was used. Measurement results
confirmed robustness and energy efficiency of the circuits both in the 65 nm
Bulk and 28 nm FDSOI technologies.
In 65 nm, the obtained 119 mV and 84 mV minimum supply voltages for the
Ripple Carry Adders (RCA) proved the robustness of two types of logic cells
with thick and thin Gate-Oxide thicknesses. The functionality of the single-
phase clocked D type flip-flops were proven down to 132 mV in a divide-by-3
circuit.
In 28 nm FDSOI, a minimum functional supply voltage of 110 mV was
achieved for RCAs and 8-bit multiplier based on Regular Threshold Volt-
age (RTV) devices. This is a demonstration of the functionality of both the
combinational and sequential elements as the 8-bit multiplier contains the
single-phased clocked flip-flops to sample outputs of the multiplier. More-
over, the minimum supply voltages of the 32-bit RCA samples reduced down
to 80 mV by applying reverse back-gate voltages to the PMOS transistors.
The 32-bit RCA based on minority-3 gates in 28 nm achieved an average
energy per 1-bit addition of 0.65 fJ from the measurement results of nine
samples. The average of measured energy per 1-bit addition of the 16-bit
RCA was 0.77 fJ. From the measurements of ten samples, the implemented
8-bit multiplier in 28 nm obtained a minimum energy point of 47.2 fJ/cycle
on average. The implemented logic cell library based on the Low Threshold
Voltage (LVT) devices in 28 nm FDSOI was extended by adding specialized
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inverters for clock tree distribution and fixing the hold time violations. A
simple approach for clock distribution is also presented when the sequential
elements of the circuit are single-phase clocked and race free.
A level-shifter capable of up-converting 39 mV to 1 V was implemented
in 28 nm FDSOI. The diode connected devices were utilized to reduce the
leakage current and decrease the minimum convertible input voltage levels.
Moreover, the Single-NWELL (SNW) layout strategy was used along with
the back-gate biasing and poly-biasing to create an adequate balance between
the PMOS and NMOS drive strengths.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 CMOS circuits operation in subthreshold

Supply voltage scaling has been considered as a fundamental design param-
eter for reducing the power consumption and hence improving the energy
efficiency of digital systems over the past decades due to the quadratic de-
pendence of active power and energy on the supply voltage. Scaling supply
voltage down to below the absolute values of devices threshold voltages,
known as subthreshold region, has been known since late 1960 [1]. How-
ever, the increasing demand for low-power and energy efficient circuits along
with new features of modern technologies brings the significance of ultra-low
voltage (ULV) design back. The drain current in the subthreshold region is
due to diffusion in a weakly inverted channel and hence has an exponential
dependency on the threshold and gate-source voltages. The drain current of
an NMOS transistor in the subthreshold region is given by [2]:

ISUBTH = μNCox
WN

LN

V 2
t exp

[
VGS − VTH

nVt

] [
1− exp

[
−VDS

V t

]]
(1.1)

In the above equation, μN is the electron carrier mobility, Cox is the gate
capacitance per unit area, Vt is the thermal voltage, VTH is the threshold
voltage, Wn is the device width, Ln is the devices length, VGS is the gate-
source voltage, VDS is the drain-source voltage and n is the inverse slope of
the subthreshold current which is given by:

n = 1 +
CD

Cox

(1.2)

In Eq 1.2, CD is the depletion channel region capacitance per unit area.
The advantage of operating digital CMOS circuits in the subthreshold region
for achieving minimum energy per operation was first introduced in [3].The
concept of minimum energy point (MEP) was revisited and its dependence
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on activity factor (α) was explained in [4]. The total power consumption of
a digital circuit can be explained as:

Ptot = Pdyn + Pstat = αfCtotV dd2 + IleakVdd (1.3)

In equation 1.3, α is activity factor, f is operating clock frequency, Ctot is
the total switched capacitance of the circuit and Ileak is the total leakage cur-
rent of the circuit. The leakage current can be determined from equation 1.1
when VGS = 0. With tclk being period of the clock signal, the total energy of
the digital circuit can be explained as:

Etot = Edyn + Estat = Ptot × tclk = αCtotV dd2 + IleakVddtclk (1.4)

Fig. 1.1: Dynamic and static energy consumption of an 8-bit parallel multiplier as
a function of Vdd

By reducing Vdd, dynamic energy reduces while the static energy increases
because of exponential increment in the circuit delay. Theoretically, the
supply voltage (Vddopt) at which the MEP occurs can be found by solving
∂Etot/∂Vdd = 0 [5]. Figure 1.1 shows the measured total, dynamic and static
energy consumptions of an 8-bit parallel multiplier implemented in 28 nm
FDSOI CMOS technology as an example. This circuit achieves a minimum
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energy of 47.7 fJ at 275 mv while the static energy reaches dynamic energy
consumption at a supply voltage of 225 mV. A detailed description and more
measurement results of the multiplier circuit are provided in section 2.3.3.

1.2 Motivation for ultra-low voltage CMOS circuits

Circuits operating in ultra-low voltage domain provide solution for a wide
range of applications with limited power or energy budget.
Battery operated wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are becoming more com-
mon with the advent of the Internet-of-Things (IoT). As the MEP of digital
circuits occurs in the subthreshold or nearthreshold region, considerable im-
provement in energy efficiency (up to 10x [6]) can be achieved by lowering
the supply voltage down to the threshold voltage of transistors. This in turn
prolongs the battery lifetime of WSNs.
While the energy efficiency is the main focus for the battery-operated sys-
tems, there are some applications where the power consumption and the
minimum operating voltage of the circuit is the main concern. Battery-less
systems operating directly from the energy harvesting source and always-on
circuits in a microcontroller (e.g. wake-up circuitry) are examples for systems
where the limiting factor comes from the power budget and the minimum
required supply voltage.
Schmitt-Trigger based logic cells operating down to 62 mV supply voltage
were used in [7] to reduce the minimum functional supply voltage of the
digital circuits. This in turn reduces the required supply voltage at which
an active operation can start. Dynamic leakage-suppression logic (DLSL) is
introduced in [8] to dramatically reduce the static power of logic cells. The
power consumptions of the developed logic gates were in the range of few fW
at extremely low operating frequencies. The size of the energy harvesting
source can be reduced by using DLSL thanks to the extremely low power
consumptions of circuits based on DLSL.
The power and energy density of CMOS processors increase as transistors
density increases without supply voltage scaling. As a result, part of silicon,
known as dark silicon [9], cannot be powered-on at any given time. Despite
the performance degradation of ultra-low voltage circuits, near-threshold
circuits can be useful in processors with multiple cores. The functionality
and energy efficiency of an IA-32 processor in ULV domain has been proven
in [10]. Furthermore, it has been discussed in [11], [12] that processors op-
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erating in near-threshold helps to overcome the dark silicon effect in a chip
multiprocessor.

Fig. 1.2: NMOS threshold voltage distribution

1.3 Challenges for ultra-low voltage design

The threshold voltage variations in CMOS technologies follows a Gaussian
distribution [13]. Due to the quadric dependence of on-current on the thresh-
old voltage, the drain current of the CMOS devices shows also a normal dis-
tribution in super-threshold region. However, the on-current of the CMOS
transistors exhibit a lognormal distribution in subthreshold region because
of the exponential dependence of the drain current on threshold voltage in
this region [14].
A Lognormal distribution has a long tail and hence higher variability

(σ/μ). Figure 1.2 shows the statistical distribution of threshold voltage for
a minimum sized NMOS (W=80 nm and L=30 mn) transistor in a 28 nm
UTBB-FDSOI CMOS technology obtained from 2000 Monte Carlo (MC)
runs at Vds = Vgs = 1 V . The threshold voltage has an average (μ) value of
333.5 mV and a standard deviation (σ) of 29.18 mV. The resultant statis-
tical distributions of drain current for a minimum sized NMOS at 1 V and
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Fig. 1.3: NMOS on-current distribution in (a) super-threshold and (b) subthresh-
old regions

Fig. 1.4: Ion/Ioff Ratio of a minimum sized NMOS as a function of Vdd

200 mV are also depicted in Figure 1.3(a) and (b), respectively. As can be ob-
served from Figure 1.3, the variability of the drain current at 200 mV is 0.93
which is much higher that the variability at 1 V. The delay of CMOS logic
gates is proportional to the transistors on current in the subthreshold region
(td ∝ ClVdd

I0exp(Vdd−Vth/nVt)
) [14]. Therefore, the delay in the subthreshold region
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exhibits much wider variations compared to the delay in super-threshold re-
gion because of the wider variations range of devices current in subthreshold.
Another main issue that makes circuit design more challenging in subthresh-
old region is extremely degraded Ion/Ioff -ratio of transistors in ultra-low
supply voltages. This can be seen in Figure 1.4 where the Ion/Ioff ratio for
a minimum sized NMOS transistor in 28 nm UTBB FDSOI technology is
shown as a function of supply voltage. Process, voltage and temperature
(PVT) variations can worsen the weak Ion/Ioff ratio in subthreshold and
consequently result in functional failure.

1.4 List of publications

This thesis is based on a collection of papers that are related to ultra-low
voltage/power and energy efficient circuits.
In addition to the following papers, three items are also included in chapter
2: (a) It is shown in section 2.1.3 that the 10-transistor minority-3 gate we
used in [15] does not restrict the functional yield of the subthreshold cell
library when supply voltage is above a specific value (i.e. Vdd > 130mV ).
(b) Measurement results of an 8-bit multiplier which is based on the same
full adders we reported in [15] are shown in section 2.3.3. (c) In section 2.4,
the custom library cell we presented in [16] is extended by adding specialized
inverters for clock tree distribution and fixing hold time violations. In the
following list, Paper VIII and Paper IX are extended versions of Paper VI and
Paper VII, respectively, published in the MICPRO journal. Paper II received
a best paper award in 2015 IEEE ASQED conference [17] (see Appendix).

• Paper I: J. E. Bjerkedok, A. A. Vatanjou, T. Ytterdal and S. Aunet,
”Modular layout-friendly cell library design applied for subthreshold
CMOS,” 2014 NORCHIP, Tampere, 2014, pp. 1-6.

• Paper II: A. A. Vatanjou, T. Ytterdal and S. Aunet, ”Energy efficient
sub/near-threshold ripple-carry adder in standard 65 nm CMOS,” 2015
6th Asia Symposium on Quality Electronic Design (ASQED), Kuala
Lumpur, 2015, pp. 7-12.

• Paper III: A. A. Vatanjou, T. Ytterdal and S. Aunet, ”Exploiting short
channel effects and multi-Vt technology for increased robustness and
reduced energy consumption, with application to a 16-bit subthreshold
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adder implemented in 65 nm CMOS,” 2015 European Conference on
Circuit Theory and Design (ECCTD), Trondheim, 2015, pp. 1-4.

• Paper IV: A. A. Vatanjou, T. Ytterdal and S. Aunet, ”4 Sub-/near-
threshold flip-flops with application to frequency dividers,” 2015 Euro-
pean Conference on Circuit Theory and Design (ECCTD), Trondheim,
2015, pp. 1-4.

• Paper V: A. A. Vatanjou, T. Ytterdal and S. Aunet, ”28 nm UTBB-
FDSOI energy efficient and variation tolerant custom digital-cell library
with application to a subthreshold MAC block,” 2016 MIXDES - 23rd
International Conference Mixed Design of Integrated Circuits and Sys-
tems, Lodz, 2016, pp. 105-110.

• Paper VI: E. L̊ate, A. A. Vatanjou, T. Ytterdal and S. Aunet, ”Com-
parative analysis of flip-flop architectures for subthreshold applica-
tions in 28nm FDSOI,” 2015 Nordic Circuits and Systems Confer-
ence (NORCAS): NORCHIP & International Symposium on System-
on-Chip (SoC), Oslo, 2015, pp. 1-4.

• Paper VII: A. A. Vatanjou, E. L̊ate, T. Ytterdal and S. Aunet, ”Ultra-
low voltage adders in 28 nm FDSOI exploring poly-biasing for device
sizing,” 2016 IEEE Nordic Circuits and Systems Conference (NOR-
CAS), Copenhagen, 2016, pp. 1-4.

• Paper VIII: Even L̊ate, Ali Asghar Vatanjou, Trond Ytterdal, Snorre
Aunet, ”Extended Comparative Analysis of Flip-Flop Architectures for
Subthreshold Applications in 28 nm FD-SOI”, Microprocessors and
Microsystems, Volume 48, 2017, Pages 11-20, ISSN 0141-9331.

• Paper IX: Ali Asghar Vatanjou, Even L̊ate, Trond Ytterdal, Snorre
Aunet, ”Ultra-low voltage and energy efficient adders in 28 nm FD-
SOI exploring poly-biasing for device sizing”, Microprocessors and Mi-
crosystems, Volume 56, 2018, Pages 92-100, ISSN 0141-9331.

• Paper X: A. A. Vatanjou, T. Ytterdal and S. Aunet, ”An Ultra-Low
Voltage and Low-Energy Level Shifter in 28-nm UTBB-FDSOI,” in
IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems II: Express Briefs, vol. 66,
no. 6, pp. 899-903, June 2019.
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1.5 Summary of paper contributions

The major contributions and achievements of the publications related to this
thesis are as following:
In Paper I [18], the development of logic cells based on the identical slices
of stacked transistors has been proposed. This leads to less variability in
the delay of the logic cells, increases manufacturability of the logic cells and
decreases the leakage current.
In Paper II [35], it has been shown that the required Wp/Wn ratio for bal-
ancing the switching point of an inverter at Vdd/2 reduces by increasing the
channel length of the transistors up to an optimal value even though the
on-current of NMOS and PMOS do not increase with increasing the chan-
nel length. Additionally, the required PMOS width for balancing its drive
strength with the NMOS decreases more rapidly thanks to the Inverse Nar-
row Width Effect (INWE). This in turn results in less parasitic switching
capacitance and reduces the energy consumption of the circuit. The delay of
the circuit, on the other hand, increases as the on-current of the transistors
decreases by increasing the channel length. However, the rise in the propa-
gation delay can be compensated by increasing the operating supply voltage
while consuming less energy for given delay. The reported 84 mV operating
voltage of the 32-bit RCA was, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the
lowest reported supply voltage for the static CMOS logic gates.
In Paper III [20] and Paper IV [21], we used Reverse Short Channel Effect
(RSCE) and Inverse Narrow Width Effect (INWE) together with different
threshold voltage flavors in the pull-up and pull-down networks to achieve a
robust ultra-low voltage operation and increase the energy efficiency of the
logic cells. Measurement results confirmed a minimum operating voltage of
132 mV for the divide-by-3 circuit based on the single-phase clocked D flip-
flops. A minimum operating voltage of 119 mV was also achieved for a 16-bit
Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) based on the Boolean logic gates.
In paper V [16], we developed an energy efficient custom logic cell library
based on LVT 28 nm transistors for subthreshold applications. We focused
on making a satisfactory trade-off between sensitivity to the variations and
energy consumption of the digital logic cells. We considered the threshold
voltage reduction with the transistors width, knows as Narrow width Effect
(NWE), to make a trade-off between the robustness and parasitic switching
capacitance of the logic cells. Moreover, use of longer channel length resulted
in 46% improvement in the Ion/Ioff ratio of the transistors at the cost of a
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13.4% increase in the energy consumption. The asymmetric back-gate bi-
asing scheme provided much better balance between the drive strength of
the NMOS and PMOS. Compared to the state of the art MAC blocks, the
synthesized MAC block based on the developed cell library reveals more en-
ergy efficiency for the clock frequencies in the MHz-range. The presented
library cell in this paper was extended by adding proper inverters for clock
distribution and buffers for fixing hold-time violations.
In paper VI [22] and paper VIII [23], nine D-type flip-flop architectures were
implemented in 28 nm FDSOI technology. The flip-flops structures were
evaluated in terms of timing constraints, energy consumption, leakage, area
and minimum operating supply voltage.
In paper VII [24] and paper IX [15], ultra-low voltage and energy efficient
adders based on min-3 and Boolean logic gates has been presented. The
logic cells implemented using the Regular Threshold Voltage (RVT) devices
in 28 nm FDSOI technology. We explored poly-biasing and back-gate biasing
techniques to balance the drive-strength of the pull-up and pull-down net-
works with relatively equal area for the PMOS and NMOS transistors. This
causes both the standard deviation and mean values of the inverter to have
similar values. Both the adders obtained a minimum Vdd of 110 mV while the
minimum Vdd of the 32-bit adder based on min-3 gates decreased to 80 mV
by applying reverse back-bias voltages to the PMOS transistors. One sample
was functional at 79 mV with a 430 mV reverse back bias voltage applied
to its PMOS devices. From the measurement results of nine samples, the
32-bit adder based on min-3 gates and the 16-bit adder based on Boolean
gates achieved an average minimum energy per 1-bit addition of 0.65 fJ and
0.77 fJ, respectively.
In Paper X, we reported an energy efficient level-shifter in 28 nm FDSOI tech-
nology. The level shifter topology uses top diode connected devices together
with the current limiter diodes. This topology along with the single-NWELL
layout strategy allows to achieve a balanced pull-up network (PUN) and pull-
down network(PDN) at extremely low VddLs. The level-shifter were capable
of up-converting 39 mV input voltage to 1 V.



2. THESIS SUMMARY

2.1 Subthreshold logic gates design

Although static logic families provide the most simple and robust approach
to implement logic gates [26], several logic styles have been proposed for ULV
applications to meet specific requirements. In [27], stacked NMOS transis-
tors utilized in transmission gate (TG) logic to have a relaxed PMOS sizing
and reduced leakage. Operating frequencies in the MHz range were achieved
in subthreshold region by implementing highly pipelined datapath blocks
(MAC and ADDER) based on TG-logic with stacked NMOSs and low-Vt
(LVT) transistors. It has been demonstrated in [7] that digital circuits based
on Schmitt-trigger (ST) logic gates are able to operate at very low supply
voltages down to 62 mV. The main application of the ST logic gates is in sys-
tems powered by energy harvesting sources (e.g. thermal generator) where
the use of ST logic gates reduces the minimum VDD that an active operation
can start. Another proposed logic style for ultra low power (ULP) applica-
tions is Dynamic Leakage-Suppression Logic (DLSL) [8] that consumes 10 fW
active power per gate. DLSL family is proper for battery-less WSNs power
by energy harvesting source with very low throughput requirements (operat-
ing frequency in the range of few Hz).
For works related to this thesis, we used static CMOS logic style as basic
topology in our subthreshold logic libraries due to simplicity and robustness
of this topology. We focused on optimizing static logic gates for subthreshold
applications by accurate device sizing.

2.1.1 Logic gates based on 4 transistors slices

Logic gates based on identical slices of stacked transistors (2 stacked NMOS
and 2 stacked PMOS) have been introduced and discussed in Paper I [18].
The main idea behind developing logic gate libraries based on identical slices
of stacked transistors is to improve manufacturability and yield for scaled
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CMOS technologies through increasing the regularity of the design.
It has been shown in Paper I [18] that the delay variability (σ/μ) of logic
gates based on the identical slices of stacked transistors is lower compared to
the conventional static CMOS logic gates with the same total area. As an
example, parameters of the NAND gate based on identical slice of stacked
transistors (8T-NAND2) were compared to the parameters of two conven-
tional NAND gates. One with the same footprint area (4T-NAND2II) and
one with the minimum device dimensions (4T-NAND2I). The schematic and
layouts of NAND gates are shown in figure 2.1. It has been shown that the
8T-NAND2 has less rise and fall delays variability compared to 4T-NANDI
and less power consumption compared to the 4T-NAND2II. The delay vari-
ability for 8T-NAND2 was about 53.5% lower than the corresponding value
for the 4T-NAND2I while energy per operation of the 4T-NANDI was 38%
lower than energy per operation of the 8T-NAND2. The 8T-NAND had 44%
more delay variability and 51% less energy per operation in comparison to
4T-NANDII with equal total area. Figure 2.2 [18] shows relative comparison
between these three NAND implementations.

Fig. 2.1: Schematic and layout of the 4T-NANDI, 4TNAND2II 8T-NAND2 gates.

2.1.2 Symmetrical VTC and balancing Pull-up and pull-down networks

Balancing pull-up network (PUN) and pull-down network (PDN) drive strengths
is a key issue to increase the functional yield of static CMOS logic gates es-
pecially in deep subthreshold applications. To have equal rise and fall delays,
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Fig. 2.2: Relative comparisons between the three NAND implementations [18].

Fig. 2.3: Sizing of logic gates with symmetrical VTC [20].

drive strength of the pull-up and pull-down networks must be identical. Addi-
tionally, unbalanced high and low noise margins leads to extra leakage energy
overhead in subthreshold circuits [28]. As shown in paper III [20], equalizing
the switching point deviation of worst cases voltage transfer curves (VTC)
from VDD/2 maximizes the static noise margin (SNM) in the logic gates with
more than one inputs. This is shown graphicly in figure 2.3
For minimum sized devices, the on-current ratio of the PMOS with respect
to the NMOS is usually too small in the ULV domain. So, in a balanced logic
gate the PMOS transistors must be much wider than the NMOS transistors.
For example, to balance PUN/PDN the PMOS gate width should be more
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than 7x [20] and 4x [15] of the NMOS gate width in 65 nm bulk and 28 nm
FDSOI technologies, respectively. This in turn leads to wider variations in
the fall time of a logic gate compared to its rise time. It is proposed in paper
IX [15] to use relatively equal active areas for PUN and PDN to achieve a
better match in the rise and fall delays variability. Figure 2.4 [15] 1 compares
the mismatch simulations of rise and fall FO4 delays for three inverters. The
schematics of the inverters are shown in figure 2.5. In figure 2.4, the drive
strengths of PMOS and NMOS are balanced by upsizing PMOS width in
INV1. INV2 has the same total area as INV1 but the PMOS/NMOS drive
strengths are unbalanced. The PMOS and the NMOS of INV3 are balanced
with relatively equal active areas. Although the average values of rise and fall
delays are equal in INV1, the fall delay standard deviation is 2.5x of the rise
delay standard deviation. Despite the small difference in rise and fall delays
variability in INV2, its rise delay mean value is 2.8x fall delay mean value.
The difference in fall and rise delay variability of INV3 is only 2%, and its
fall delay mean value is comparable to the rise delay mean value. Therefore,
the importance of balancing PUN and PDN derive strengths with relatively
equal active area for PMOS and NMOS transistors is recognized when the
variations are considered in subthreshold region. The balancing of NMOS
and PMOS drive strengths will be discussed furthermore in sections 2.2.3
and 2.2.4.

2.1.3 Minority-3 logic gates

Minority-3 (min-3) is a three-input logic gate, and its output is high only
when two or three inputs are low. Figure 2.6 [29] represents the schematic
and truth table of a 10-transistor min-3 logic gate. The robustness and reli-
ability of different min-3 logic gates have been discussed in [30], and the pos-
sibilities of making synchronous or asynchronous systems from min-3 gates
has been demonstrated.
The 10-transistor min-3 logic gate is used in developed logic libraries of this
work due to its energy efficiency, robustness, regular topology and relatively
small area. In [31], the functionality of logic cells has been evaluated by
connecting a minimum sized inverter back-to-back with the logic cells whose
outputs provide worst cases input-high (VIH) and input-low (VIL) voltages.

1 In [15], the tPHL distribution for INV2 was incorrectly placed in the position of INV3
tPHL distribution. This is corrected in the current version of the figure.
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Fig. 2.4: Rise and fall FO4 delays variability with different sizing approaches at a
supply voltage of 200 mv.

Fig. 2.5: Schematic of three inverters used for rise and fall delays analysis.

Assuming a library cell with the maximum fan-in of two and logic cells with
symmetrical VTCs [20], the worst case configuration to evaluate the output-
low (VOL) voltage of a 1x strength inverter is shown in Figure 2.7(a). The
test-bench for quantifying the output-high (VOH) voltage is illustrated in
Figure 2.7(b). If minority-3 (min3) gates are also added to the library, min3
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Fig. 2.6: schematic and truth table of a 10-transistor min-3 logic gate.

gates with input configurations shown in Figure 2.7(c) and (d) provide the
most stringent VIH and VIL, respectively. Therefore, the test-benches for
evaluating VOL and VOH of a 1x strength inverter are shown in Figure 2.7(c)
and (d), respectively. The static noise margin (SNM) follows a Gaussian dis-
tribution and is determined by the methodology presented in [32]. Assuming
that a logic cell to be failing when its SNM is less than VL, the corresponding
functional failure probability of the logic cell is as equation 2.1 [33]

Pfail =
1

σSNM

√
2π

∫ VL

−∞
exp

(
−(x− μSNM)2

σ2
SNM

)
dx (2.1)

Fig. 2.7: Benchmark circuits to measure SNM of logic cells (a) VIH is generated
by NAND2 (b) VIL is generated by NOR2 (c) VIH is generated by min3
(d) VIL is generated by min3.

In equation 2.7, σSNM is the standard deviation and μSNM is the average of
the SNM. From equation 2.1, the functional failure rate of logic cells depends
on the variability (σ/μ) of the SNM. Figure 2.8(a) shows the variability of
an inverter SNM when VIH and VIL are generated by NAND2, NOR2 and
min3 gates. The analysis here considers a logic cell to be failing when its
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SNM is less than 0. The output swing failure rate of the inverter is depicted
in Figure 2.8(b). As can be observed from Figure 2.8(b), the probability that
the 1x strength inverter functionality fails is lower when VIH and VIL are gen-
erated by the min-3 gate instead of NAND2/NOR2 gates if Vdd > 130 mV .
Thereby, the min-3 gate does not restrict the functional yield of the logic cells
developed in [15] when Vdd > 130 mV . The maximum σ/μ of the inverter
high or low SNM was used to calculate the failure rate in Figure 2.8(b). It
is worth noting that for Vdd > 190 mV , the functional failure probability of
the inverter is 0 when skewed VTCs of the min-3 gate are assumed to give
the worst VIH/VIL.
The measurement results of the full adders (FA) based on the min3 and
Boolean logic gates, reported in paper IX [15], showed that the worst mini-
mum operating voltage of different chip samples were 125 mV for both adder
topologies. This is in agreement with the results that are presented here.

Fig. 2.8: (a) Variability of the SNM vs Vdd (b) output swing failure rate vs Vdd.

2.2 Device sizing for ultra-low voltage applications

In the subthreshold region, the performance of circuits changes drastically
with fluctuations in the threshold voltage of the transistors due to the ex-
ponential dependency of drain-source current on threshold voltage. As dis-
cussed in the previous section, imbalanced PUN and PDN drive strengths
results in functional failure and more leakage power consumption in ULV
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circuits. Moreover, PMOS and NMOS devices should have relatively equal
active area to have similar variability in rise/fall delays and reduce parasitic
capacitance and leakage of CMOS logic gates [15]. Therefore, higher order
effects and different techniques offered by the available technology should
be taken into account during circuit design to suppress variations and cre-
ate a good balance between PMOS and NMOS drive strength. In this thesis,
65 nm bulk CMOS and 28 nm FDSOI technologies are used to develop build-
ing blocks and cell libraries for subthreshold applications.

2.2.1 Threshold voltage choice for subthreshold applications

Multi-Vt devices are featured in both 65 nm bulk and 28 nm FDSOI tech-
nologies used here. A good trade-off between the static power consumption
and performance of logic cells can be achieved through the proper selec-
tion of the devices threshold voltage taking the required data throughput
into account. This means that low threshold voltage devices are appropriate
for the applications with high throughput requirements and transistors with
high threshold voltage are preferable when the data throughput is low [34].
Therefore, we developed libraries based on devices with different threshold
voltages. The 65 nm bulk technology that has been used offers low-power
(LP) and general-purpose (GP) devices. The GP process features a thin gate
oxide and hence GP transistors are proper choice for applications with high
operating frequencies. The LP process, on the other hand, offers devices
with thick gate oxide and lower leakage. Additionally, multi-Vt transistors
are implemented through different dopant in channel area. We developed
an energy efficient 32-bit adder in paper II [35] based on the low-Vt GP
transistors for medical ultrasound applications (2.3 ns delay per 1-bit ad-
dition) [36]. The power consumption of 8-bit Ripple-Carry Adders (RCA)
based on standard-Vt (SVT), low-Vt (LVT) or high-Vt GP-devices operating
at different frequencies are listed in TABLE 2.1 [35]. As can be seen from
Table 2.1, LVT transistors provided the lowest power consumption for the
frequencies above 50 MHz.
Transistor level intra-cell multi-Vt design has been used in [37] to make a

trade-off between delay and leakage current of static CMOS logic cells. In
the logic gates we developed in paper III [20], low-power (LP) LVT-PMOS
devices are in the PUN of all the logic gates and LP-SVT-NMOS devices are
in the PDN of all the logic gates. In addition to smaller PMOS dimensions,
this offers the possibility of utilizing reverse short channel effect (RSCE)
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Tab. 2.1: 8-bit RCA power consumption as a function of threshold voltage and
operating frequency

SVT LVT HVT

P [nW]@ 10MHz 77.1 118.5 100.9
Vdd [mV]@ 10MHz 240 175 340
P [nW]@ 50MHz 569.1 546.5 758.3
Vdd [mV]@ 50MHz 355 280 430
P [nW]@ 100MHz 1520 1400 2250
Vdd [mV]@ 100MHz 420 350 520

in both NMOS and POMS transistors. This in turn decreases the energy
consumption and increases the robustness of the logic cells.

2.2.2 Higher order effects

Short channel effect (SCE) [38], Reverse Short channel Effect (RSCE) [39],
NarrowWidth Effect (NWE) [40] and Inverse NarrowWidth Effect (INWE) [41]
are notable examples of various high order effects that cause modification
in the threshold voltage of devices in deep sub-micron technologies. These
effects should be considered carefully during logic cell development for sub-
threshold applications because any change in the threshold voltage of devices
has an exponential effect on the drain-source current.
RSCE:
A non-uniform channel doping (HALO doping) can be used to mitigate varia-
tions in the threshold voltage due to the short channel effect (SCE) and drain
induced barrier lowering (DIBL) [39]. As a result, the threshold voltage of
devices with HALO doping decreases when increasing the device channel
length. Since the drain-source current has an exponential dependency on the
threshold voltage in subthreshold region, the RSCE can be used to increase
the drive capability of the MOS devices [42]. In addition, the total gate ca-
pacitance can be reduced by increasing the channel length up to an optimal
value [42]. Thereby, a given on-current can be achieved with less load capac-
itance by increasing the channel length rather than the channel width.
The mechanism of RSCE is not identical for all transistor types, and for

some devices it might results in non-monotonic changes in the drain cur-
rent. In paper II [35], we used RSCE to balance drive strengths of the
NMOS and PMOS transistors. The optimum channel length results in min-
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Fig. 2.9: (a) Normalized on-currents vs. channel length (a) NMOS (b) PMOS [35].

imum PMOS/NMOS width ratio in the procedure for balancing the drive
strengths of the NMOS and PMOS. Figure 2.9 shows normalized LVT-GP
NMOS and PMOS drain current ratios for three different multiples of the
minimum transistor widths (135 nm) in 65 nm bulk technology. The opti-
mum channel length is the channel length for which the PMOS on-current
ratio over NMOS on-current ratio is minimum.
In the dual-Vt logic gates of paper III [20], LVT-LP PMOS devices are

used in the PUN and SVT-LP NMOS transistors are used in the PDN of all
the logic gates. By doing so, the RSCE is strong enough in both PMOS and
NMOS transistors to increase the drain current with the channel length incre-
ment. In dual-Vt logic gates [20], longer channel length results in improved
energy efficiency, less variability in cells delay and significant improvement
in the functional yield. By using a channel length of 200 nm instead of
60 nm, a five-stage ring-oscillator which was comprised of dual-Vt basic logic
gates showed 17% less variability in the propagation delay and 31% less en-
ergy consumption for a supply voltage of 150 mV. The overhead of having a
200 nm channel length was 12% larger footprint area. Additionally, as shown
in figure 2.10, a significant improvement in the functional yield of the logic
gates were achieved by increasing the channel length to 200 nm.
INWE:
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Fig. 2.10: (a) Test-bench to evaluate the worst case logic output swing (b) proba-
bility of output swing failure as a function of Vdd(T = 27 C and 2k MC
runs) [20].

Fig. 2.11: PDP and total area of an inverter versus channel length [35].

The mechanism of device threshold voltage shift as a function of the channel
width depends on the isolation oxide structure [43]. The threshold voltage
increases with increasing the channel width when shallow trench isolation
(STI) is used to isolate transistors [43]. Both subthreshold logic cells in pa-
per II [35] and paper III [20] we developed in 65 nm bulk technology are
INWE-aware.
It is shown in paper II [35] that the required Wp/Wn to balance the switch-
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Fig. 2.12: Normalized on-current of PMOS transistors with different threshold
voltages as a function of W [20].

ing point of an inverter at Vdd/2 reduces by increasing the channel length
up to 100 nm. In figure 2.11, the total active area of the NMOS was kept
constant (not to lose robustness) and the PMOS width selected to balance
an inverter. This reduction in the required Wp/Wn ratio is for two reasons.
Firstly, as discussed earlier, the RSCE strength on used PMOS and NMOS
devices is not identical and Ion−NMOS/Ion−PMOS decreases by increasing the
channel length up to 100 nm [35]. Secondly, the PMOS on-current per width
increases by decreasing its width due to the INWE.
Figure 2.12 [20] illustrates the normalized on-current of the LP-PMOS tran-
sistors with different threshold voltages versus the channel width. The black
line represents the normalized ideal drain-source current which is propor-
tional to the channel width. The drain-source current of SVT and HVT de-
vices increases more slowly than what was expected because their threshold
voltage increases with channel width as a result of INWE. The drain-source
current of the LVT-PMOS transistor on the other hand increases even more
rapidly than what was expected due to the lower bulk implant dose. There-
fore, the reduced drain-source current due to the INWE can be avoided in
the developed subthreshold logic gates in paper III [20] by using minimum
sized SVT-NMOS devices in pull-down transistors and LVT-PMOS devices
in pull-up transistors.
NWE:
In silicon on isolator (SOI) technology, threshold voltage shift with respect
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Fig. 2.13: Threshold voltage shift of PMOS and NMOS as a function of channel
width, Vds = 0.2 V and L=34 nm. [16].

to the channel width depends on the buried oxide (BOX) thickness, and the
threshold voltage decreases with increasing the channel width for SOI tech-
nologies with thin oxide thickness [44]. The threshold voltage of transistors
in the 28 nm FDSOI technology that was used increases by decreasing the
channel with as shown in figure 2.13 [16]. To mitigate threshold voltage vari-
ations due to lithography effects on matching property of the transistors, a
minimum gate width was selected considering the threshold voltage shift as
a function of channel widths in both logic gates in paper V [16] and paper
IX [15].

2.2.3 Back-gate and poly biasing

The 28 nm FDSOI technology that was used offers effective knobs such as
back-gate biasing (BB) and poly biasing (PB). For an authorized poly pitch
in the 28 nm FDSOI technology, the poly-biasing allows to modulate the
effective channel length of transistors from 24 nm up to 40 nm without area
overhead [45]. Thanks to the ultra-thin buried oxide of this technology, a
wide range of back-gate biasing voltages can be applied to the back-gate
of devices to adjust the leakage current and the performance of logic cells.
In the logic cells we developed based on the 28 nm FDSOI LVT device in
paper V [16], a 46% improvement in the Ion/Ioff ratio was achieved at the
cost of 13% more energy consumption by applying a poly-biasing of 4 nm
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to all the logic gates. Moreover, after choosing the minimum used channel
width considering NWE, an additional constant forward back-gate biasing
(FBB) voltage was applied to the back-gate of PMOS transistors to balance
PMOS/NMOS strength ratio.
The logic cells based on the 28 nm FDSOI RVT devices in paper IX [15] were
developed for applications with lower throughput requirements and we aimed
to reduce the leakage current. Therefore, we created a balance between the
NMOS and PMOS drive strength by applying a 16 nm poly-biasing to the
NMOS devices. In these logic cells, the NMOS transistors channel length
was also increased by 4 nm through the poly-biasing to reduce the leakage
current further and improve the functional yield of the cells. We did not
apply a reverse bias to the back-gate of PMOS transistors and the back-gate
of PMOS transistors had same potential as that of the NMOS transistors [15]
(both grounded for normal back-biasing).

2.2.4 Physical implementation and layout choices

Layout-induced physical effects have been considered in the layout of all the
subthreshold blocks as this has a significant influence on the device match-
ing and manufacturability. To limit systematic shifts in the threshold voltage
and mobility of the transistors, both the Well Proximity Effect (WPE) and
the STI stress effect [46] have been taken into account. The WPE was mit-
igated by increasing the gate distances to the well edge. To limit the STI
stress effect on the channel mobility and threshold voltage the number of
transistors fingers were limited to be less than two [46]. Additionally, we
focused on developing very regular layout for subthreshold blocks to increase
the matching properties of the devices [47]. In the layout of the logic cells,
there is no rounding and routing in the poly layer. Moreover, regular dif-
fusion areas have been drawn in the layout and all the poly polygons have
single direction. Well ties are placed close to the devices active area to pro-
vide a uniform potential for the channel area or the back-gate of transistors.
Figures 2.14 [35] and 2.15 [15] illustrate the representative layout of 1-bit full
adders implemented in 65 nm bulk and 28 nm FDSOI technologies.
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Fig. 2.14: Layout of the 1-bit Full Adder developed in 65 nm [35].

Fig. 2.15: Layout view of the 1-bit full adder (a) implemented with min-3 gates
(b) implemented with Boolean gates [15].

2.3 Ultra low-power/voltage full adder design

As one of the fundamental components of datapath circuits, the full adder
is an important element of digital systems. Therefore, full adders have been
considered in the development of ultra-low voltage building blocks of this
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thesis both in 65 nm Bulk and 28 nm FDSOI technologies. To have robust
circuits we used static CMOS logic gates in the implementation of all the FAs.
The ripple carry adder (RCA) topology has been chosen because the energy
consumption of the serial adders may be lower than the parallel adders while
maintaining the same speed, when operated in subthreshold [48].

2.3.1 FA based on min-3 and Boolean logic gates

A 16-bit RCA based on Boolean gates and a 32-bit RCA based on min-3 logic
gate have been implemented with same device sizing strategy in paper IX [15].
It has been reported in [15] that more samples of RCA based on Boolean gates
achieves minimum supply voltage of 110 mV. However, this comes at the cost
of higher energy consumption and larger area. Additionally, all the samples
of 32-bit and 16-bit RCAs were able to operate correctly down to 125 mV.
This is in line with the results in section 2.1.3, which show that the designed
min-3 logic gate does not mitigate the functional yield of a subthreshold cell
library for supply voltages higher than 130 mV. The minimum operating
voltage of all the 32-bit RCA samples in [15] reduced to 80 mV by applying
reverse back bias voltages to the back-gate of the PMOS transistors. This
indicates that the min-3 logic cells have a robust performance against the
mismatch variations.

2.3.2 Characteristics of the RCAs developed in 65 nm and 28 nm

TABLE 2.2 compares the developed adders in this thesis to the state-of-the-
art subthreshold adders. To the best of author’s knowledge and up until
publication dates of [35] and [15]: I) The minimum operating voltage of
84 mV is the lowest reported supply voltage for static CMOS logic gates [35].
II) The 32-bit adder based on min-3 logic gates in [15] achieved 0.65 fJ per
1-bit addition, which was the lowest reported energy per 1-bit addition based
on the measurement results.

2.3.3 MAC and multiplier blocks based on developed FAs

An 8-bit multiply-accumulate (MAC) was implemented in 28 nm FDSOI us-
ing the FAs based on min-3 gates. The MAC is reported in paper V [16].
Comparing specifications of the designed MAC to the state of the art sub-
threshold MAC blocks, reveals better energy efficiency for the MAC block
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Tab. 2.2: Comparison with existing ULV full adders
[35]

paperII

[15]

paperIX

[15]

paperIX [49] [50] [51]* [51]* [52]*

# bits 32 32 16 32 32 32 16 9

technology 65nm
28nm
FDSOI

28nm
FDSOI 90nm 90nm

28nm
FDSOI

28nm
FDSOI

28nm
FDSOI

Emin1-bit 1.59fJ* 0.65fJ 0.77fJ 2.96fJ 12.75fj 6.48fJ 4.68fJ 1.03fJ

Delay@MEP 82.52ns 3.24μ s 6.2us 10μ s 52.6ns 0.898μ s 0.448μ s 0.555μ s

Vdd@MEP 275mV* 300mV 250mV 330mV 190mV 300mV 300mV 240mv

Vddmin 84mV 110mV 110mV 250mV 190mV N. A. N. A. N. A.
∗ Post-layout simulation results.

in [16], so that the speed drop could be overcompensated by increasing the
supply voltage. The minimum energy point of the 8-bit MAC block was
0.051 pJ at 275 mV and 5.3 MHz clock frequency.

Fig. 2.16: Block Diagram of test circuit for the 8x8 bit multiplier.

An 8x8 parallel multiplier based on the min-3 FAs of paper IX [15] was fab-
ricated in the same 28 nm FDSOI technology. Figure 2.16 shows the block
diagram of the circuit that was implemented to test the multiplier. The
binary counter generates input test vectors for the multiplier. M0 (LSB out-
put) and M15 (MSB output) output signals are sampled at the rising edge
of the clock signal. The outputs of the flip-flops are buffered to the I/O
pads using LVT inverter chains. The counter counts from (00000000)2 to
(11111111)2. The state of M0 switches at each rising edge of the clock sig-
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nal. The M15 output stays at 0 until the input test vector switches from
(10110101)2 to (10110110)2 and then returns to 0 when the input becomes
(00000000)2 again. Therefore, the frequency of the M0 will be half of the
clock frequency and its duty cycle will be 50%. The M15, on the other hand,
will have a positive duty cycle of 28.9% and its frequency will be 1/256th
of the clock frequency. The race-free flip-flop topology that we presented in
paper IV [21] were used in implementation of the multiplier. The imple-

Fig. 2.17: Oscilloscope plots of output signals at a 110 mV supply voltage (a) LSB
output of the multiplier (b) MSB output of the multiplier.

mented multiplier was able to operate correctly down to a supply voltage
of 110 mV while back-gate of NMOS and PMOS transistors were grounded.
Figure 2.17 shows the oscilloscope plots of the MSB and the LSB outputs of
the multiplier. To assess the minimum functional voltage of the multiplier,
we measure ten chip samples. Figure 2.18 illustrates the minimum Vdd of
the adders as a histogram for ten measured samples. According to the mea-
surement results of ten chip samples, the minimum energy per cycle of the
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Fig. 2.18: Distribution of the measured minimum functional Vdd of ten samples.

Fig. 2.19: Measured energy per cycle and maximum operating frequency of the
multiplier as a function of Vdd for ten samples.

implemented 8x8 multiplier was down to 43 fJ/cycle for the sample with the
lowest energy consumption and it had a robust performance. Figure 2.19(a)
illustrates the energy dissipation per cycle of 8x8 multiplier versus supply
voltage for ten measured chips. For the power measurements of the circuit,
the maximum applicable clock frequency for a given supply voltage was ap-
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plied. From Figure 2.19(a), the average minimum energy point of ten samples
is 47.2 fJ/cycle at 250 mV. The measured maximum operating frequency of
ten multiplier samples versus supply voltage is shown in Figure 2.19(b). The

Fig. 2.20: Measured (a) maximum operating frequency and (b) leakage power con-
sumption of multiplier versus Vdd for multiple back-gate bias voltages.

performance and the leakage of the multiplier were investigated for reverse
and forward back-gate biasing schemes. To apply a forward back-gate bias,
we applied 0.25 V to the back-gate of NMOS transistors ((Vbbn) and -0.25 V
to the back-gate of PMOS transistors (Vbbp). The leakage current through the
parasitic PWELL/NWELL diodes was measured to be 31.5 nA in this case
with 0.25 V forward back-gate bias. For a forward back-bias voltage of 0.3 V,
the voltage drop over the parasitic WELL diodes is 0.6 V and the leakage
current through the diodes increases to 1.5 μA. Thus, we limited the forward
back-gate bias to be 0.25 V. As shown in figure 2.20(a), the maximum oper-
ating frequency of the circuit increased by 65% and 31% at supply voltages
of 125 mV and 500 mV, respectively. The reverse back-biasing scheme of
the multiplier was explored with Vbbn = -0.5 V and Vbbp = 0.5 V. The leak-
age current through the parasitic diodes in this case was 1.1 nA. The power
consumption due to the parasitic diodes leakage current was not taken into
account for calculating power consumption of the multiplier. Figure 2.20(b)
illustrates the static power of the circuit with three different back-biasing
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schemes. The static power of the multiplier decreases by 72% at 125 mV and
68% at 500 mV by applying a 0.5 V reverse back-gate bias. We did not apply
higher reverse back-gate bias voltages because the speed of circuit at lower
supply voltages drops drastically with larger reverse back-gate bias voltage.
As shown in Figure 2.21, a Verilog-A module was used to analyze the output
of the multiplier and check the functionality of the circuit at the low supply
voltages. The Verilog-A module compares the outputs of the multiplier with
the expected values of multiplication. The F output will be 1 if the output
of the multiplier equals the expected value of the multiplication, otherwise
it will be 0. To determine the minimum operating supply voltage, Vdd was
reduced with 5 mV steps. The multiplier was functional down to a Vdd of
85 mV in both FS and SF process corners.

Fig. 2.21: Test-bench to apply stimuli to the multiplier circuit and analyze its
output to verify functionality of the circuit.

2.4 Design considerations for ultra-low voltage flip-flops

Flip-flops are the fundamental elements of synchronous systems and are re-
ported to have a significant impact on power and robustness of the digital
systems [53]. Sequential elements are more susceptible to PVT variations
in comparison to combinational logic gates. Conventional master-slave flip-
flops operating with true and complementary clock phases have drawbacks
such as: a) High dynamic power consumption due to the redundant toggling
of local clock inverters; b) Sensitivity to the overlap between clock and its
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complement when the slope of the clock is not high [54]. These disadvantages
of the master-slave DFFs with two-phase clocking schemes make them less
attractive to be used in ultra-low voltage applications [55]. A PowerPC 603
D flip-flop is shown in Figure 2.22 as an example of a generic master-slave
flip-flop to show contention in its internal nodes. 28 nm FDSOI technology
was used to implement the DFF in Figure 2.22. RVT devices were used and
Ln=30+16 nm (poly-biasing of 16 nm), Lp=30+4 nm(poly-biasing of 4 nm),
Wn=200 nm and Wp=300 nm.

Fig. 2.22: Conventional PowerPC 603 D flip-flop.

As the clock slope is not high at ULV domain, one challenge of using DFFs
with two clock phases is that the overlap between the main clock and inverted
clock signals might cause a contention in the internal nodes of a master-slave
flip-flop and consequently results in a functional failure. Figure 2.23 demon-
strates the race condition between the inverter of the master latch and the
clocked inverter of the slave latch. In Figure 2.23 example, before the falling
edge of the clock both net3 and net4 are high and when clock is low net4
remains at high and net3 switches to low. However, due to the clock-overlap
at the falling edge of the clock signal, the PMOS transistor of the second
transmission gate and the PMOS transistor of the clocked inverter in the
slave latch are simultaneously on for a short period of time. This results in
a race condition at node net4 where the inverter of the master latch tries
to pull it down and the clocked inverter of the slave latch tries to keep it
at logic-1. An inverter was added between the master latch and the second
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transmission-gate of the PowerPC 603 DFF (see figure 2.22) to delay the
turn-on of the master latch and avoid reverse current flow and hence miti-
gate the contention [31]. Additionally, the overlap time between CLK and
CLKb signals depends on the slope of the input clock signal and is suscepti-
ble to PVT variations. This increases sensitive of master-slave DFFs to the
slope of the input clock signal [54]. Larger or more clock tree inverters are
required to make sure that clock slope is steep enough in the sinks, which in
turn, results in a higher power consumption or a larger clock skew, respec-
tively.

Fig. 2.23: Sensitivity to clock overlap in 603 D flip-flop.

The race-free single-phase clocked D flip-flop (R-DFF) structure, introduced
in [56], was used in the ULV logic cell libraries developed in this thesis. The
circuit topology of a rising edge triggered race-free D flip-flops is shown in
figure 2.24. A falling edge triggered version can be implemented by replacing
all the NAND gates with NOR gates. Four extra transistors are required to
add an asynchronous reset signal to these flip-flops. The measurement results
of a divide-by-3 circuit implemented based on different versions of this DFF
topology [21] (paper IV) confirm its functionality in ultra-low voltages do-
main down to 132 mV. The operation principle of the positive edge triggered
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DFF in figure 2.24(a) is that when CK=0 the outputs of gate3 and gate4 are
1 and the output of these gates will not change with changes in net2, thus
the state of the output latch (gate5 and 6) will not change. For CK=1, D
signal flows through the gate1, gate2 and inverter and changes the state of
net3 or net4 to 0 this in turn changes the output latch state. As net3 or net4
discharged to 0 the output of gatet2 or gate1 will be tied to Vdd, hence net2
will be completely isolated from changes in D.

Fig. 2.24: Race-free single-phase clocked D flip-flop with asyncronous reset.

We have made a comparison between nine D-type flip-flops in paper VII [23].
According to the results reported in [23], the race-free (R-free) flip-flop has
the second smallest core area and the second lowest energy per cycle (E/cycle)
after the pass gate DFF. However, the pass gate DFF does not have a high
yield compared to the other DFFs in Table 2 of paper VII [23]. According to
the results presented in paper VII [23], the race-free DFF is among the flip-
flops with low hold time and set-up time variations. It is worth mentioning
that the applied clock signal to the flip-flops during the simulations in [23]
had relatively sharp edges as it was buffered through two inverters and the
load of the buffer was only a single flip-flop. Recall that the master-slave
DFFs with two clock phases are more sensitive to the clock slew and longer
transition times increases overlap between the clock and its complement.
The number of transistors in the race-free DFF can be reduced by merging
the logically equivalent transistors [57]. In figure 2.24, the NMOS transistors
of gate3 and gate4 with gate terminals connected to the clock can be shared.
By the same token, the NMOS transistors in gate2 and gate6 with gate ter-
minals connected to net3, and the NMOS transistors in gate1 and gate5 with
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gate terminals connected to net4, can be merged. Therefore, total number
of the transistors in the R-free DFF can be reduced to 23 devices. I avoided
transistor sharing during the DFF development as we aimed at having lay-
outs based on identical patterns to increase the regularity of the logic cells.
The custom library cells, introduced in paper V [16], was expanded by adding
hold buffers for fixing hold-time violations and specialized inverters to be used
in the clock tree.

Fig. 2.25: Delay distributions of four different inverters.

As presented in paper I [18], the stacked logic cells have larger delay and
less delay variability compared to the conventional static CMOS logic cells.
Therefore, the stacked inverters together with a slight increase in the gate
length were added to the library cell to be used in buffering for fixing hold-
time violations. The gate length of logic cells in the developed custom cell
library [16] have increased by 4 nm to improve Ion/Ioff ratio of the cells.
Another inverter with 16 nm poly biasing was also added to the library for
fixing hold-time violations. Figure 2.25 shows delay distribution of different
version of inverters. 2T-inverter-PB4 is a 2-transistors inverter with 4 nm
poly biasing. 2T-inverter-PB16 is a 2-transistors inverter with 16 nm poly
biasing. T-inverter-PB4 is an inverter with 4 stacked transistors and 4 nm
poly biasing. 4T-inverter-PB16 is an inverter with 4 stacked transistors and
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Fig. 2.26: 3-level clock tree clock tree architecture.

16 nm poly biasing.

Tab. 2.3: Parasitic capacitance and number of inverters at each level of the clock
tree.

INVs@
Level-2

INVs@
Level-3

CL1
[fF ]

max/min

CL2[fF ]
max/min

CL3[fF ]
Skew
[ns]

2INVx4 6INVx16 13.7 28.7/27.2 98.2/89.2 0.6

It is shown in [58] that in ultra-low voltage (ULV) domain, wires resistance
is negligible compared to the devices on-resistance. Consequently, develop-
ing clock networks with few levels of clock hierarchy and large buffers for
sub-modules result in less clock skew imposed by clock buffers mismatch.
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Fig. 2.27: 3-level clock tree routed for a pipeline multiplier with 296 sinks.

However, as demonstrated in [59] and [60], input slew variations can result
in larger buffer delay variations, and hence, larger clock skew. Therefore,
clock slew rate must be taken into account during the clock tree design in
ULV domain.
As shown in figure 2.26, a 3-level clock-tree is designed for a 16-bit pipeline
multiplier [61] with 296 sinks (i.e. flip-flops). Table 2.3 lists parasitic ca-
pacitance, number of inverters at each level, drive strength of inverters and
estimated deterministic clock skew achieved from place and route tool (Ca-
dence Encounter) for the developed clock network. Layout view of the routed
clock tree for a 16-bit pipeline multiplier is shown in figure 2.27.
Figure 2.28, shows clock signals at the sinks of the 16-bit pipeline multiplier.
An extracted netlist of the multiplier was used to draw the clock signal at
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the sinks. The worst interconnect corner (RC-max) was used during the ex-
traction. The maximum deterministic clock skew from Figure 2.28 is 0.8 ns.
To estimate the statistical clock skew, clock paths with minimum and max-
imum delays were extracted from the place and route tool. The benchmark
in Figure 2.29 was used to calculate the statistical clock skew of the im-
plemented clock tree. 3000 Monte Carlo runs were carried out at typical
process corner and 300 mV supply voltage. Figure 2.30(a) shows the clock
skew distribution at 300 mV. The distribution of the slew-rate at the sink of
the maximum clock path is shown in 2.30(b).

Fig. 2.28: Deterministic clock skew.

Fig. 2.29: Benchmark for statistical clock skew analysis.
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Fig. 2.30: Statistical clock skew and slew

2.5 Subthreshold level-shifter design

Fig. 2.31: Measured minimum VddLs of ten LS samples as a histogram.

Multiple voltage domains are usually employed to address issues such as
speed, area and robustness of ultra-low voltage and ultra-low power systems.
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Level-shifters (LS) are essential blocks to ensure correct signal communica-
tion between different voltage levels. For example, more than hundred level-
shifters were used in [6] to communicate between 14 voltage domains includ-
ing an ARM Cortex-M0+ processor which had a minimum operating voltage
of 250 mV. Energy harvesting systems scavenge energy from extremely low-
input voltage levels. A robust level-shifter capable of up-converting extremely
low-voltage levels can be used to drive the charge-pump switches [62] in en-
ergy harvesting systems.
In paper X [25], we presented an energy efficient level-shifter with ability
to upconvert sub-50mV input voltage to nominal 1 V. The top diode con-
nected devices are proposed to be used along with the current-limiter diodes.
Additionally, a single-NWELL (SNW) configuration together with backgate
and poly biasing techniques create an adequate balance between the drive
strength of PUN and PDN.
The distribution of the minimum convertible VddL for ten measured chip sam-
ples is shown in figure 2.31. Five samples were able to up-convert a 39 mV
input to 1V while the minimum convertible input voltage level was 52 mV
for one sample. At 0.2 V and 1 MHz, the energy per switching and the delay
of the design LS was 5.2 fJ and 10.1 ns, respectively.



3. CONCLUSION

This thesis focused on developing ultra-low voltage building blocks for power
and energy efficient systems. Design considerations for development of ultra-
low voltage and robust logic cell libraries demonstrated throughout this thesis
at different abstraction levels. We developed building blocks in 65 nm bulk
and 28 nm FDSOI technologies including logic cells, full adders, flip-flops and
a level-shifter. The logic cell library based on low-threshold 28 nm FDSOI
devices (reported in paper V) extended by adding delay elements for fixing
hold-time violations and inverters to be used for developing a robust and
low-power clock tree.
In 65 nm bulk technology, we designed logic cells based on thin-oxide (paper
II) and thick-oxide (paper III and IV) transistors. Reverse short-channel ef-
fect and inverse narrow width effect were considered in the design of the logic
cells to improve the robustness and energy efficiency of the cells. Moreover,
different threshold voltage flavors examined to meet the required performance
or power consumption. We also utilized very regular layout techniques to im-
prove manufacturability of the cells. The developed logic cells were used in
implementation of the full-adders and flip-flops. The measurement results
were reported in papers II, III and IV.
In 28 nm FDSOI technology, we developed logic cells based on low-Vt (flipped
well) and regular-Vt devices. The low-Vt based library cell was reported in
Paper V and are proper for applications where the circuit throughput can
be an important parameter. Logic cells based on the regular-Vt devices
were reported in Paper IX. These cells are appropriate for applications with
more relaxed throughput requirements. For the 28 nm FDSOI cells, we used
knobs such as back-gate biasing and poly biasing and the narrow width effect
was taken into account to have a good balance between area and robustness
of the cells. An ultra-low voltage and energy efficient level-shifter with a
single-NWEL layout was also implemented in 28 nm FDSOI technology and
reported in Paper X.
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To the best of author’s knowledge: 1) the minimum operating voltage of
84 mV in Paper II was the lowest reported supply voltage for the static
CMOS logic gates. 2) The 32-bit adder based on min-3 logic gates in Paper
IX achieved the lowest reported energy per 1-bit addition of 0.65fJ. 3) the
level-shifter in Paper X achieved the lowest reported VddL of 39 mV. We also
showed a very robust performance for the flip-flop cells. According to the
measurement results presented in Paper IV, the minimum operating voltage
of 132 mV was achieved for a divide-by-3 circuit which was implemented
using the race-free flip-flop structure. The same flip-flop topology was used
in the implementation of the reported 8x8 multiplier in section 2.3.3.
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Abstract—This paper presents the design of digital logic
cells for subthreshold applications using 28 nm ultra-thin body
and box fully depleted silicon on insulator technology. The
sizing approach relies on balancing pull-up/pull-down networks
(PUN/PDN) strength ratio by applying an additional forward
back-gate biasing (FBB) voltage to the back-gate of PMOS
transistors. The minimum width of PMOS and NMOS transistors
have been chosen by taking the narrow width effect into account.
Moreover, to increase the functional yield of the logic cells, a
trade-off has been made between Ion/Ioff ratio and energy
consumption through increasing the channel length by 4 nm.
Energy consumption of logic gates analyzed using ring-oscillators
consisting of basic logic gates. It has been shown that balancing
logic gates through applying an additional FBB to the PMOS
back-gate instead of up-sizing PUN results in 30% lower energy
consumption in ring-oscillators. An 8-bit multiply-accumulate
(MAC) block was synthesized using the fully customized logic
cells with asymmetric back-gate biasing. Compared to a state-of-
the art MAC, the energy consumption of our MAC was improved
by 21% at a relatively high speed (147 MHz).

Index Terms—Subthreshold, CMOS FDSOI, back-gate biasing,
Low-power/voltage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various process techniques have been introduced to reduce

short channel effects in CMOS devices. Among them, the

ultra-thin body and box (UTBB) fully depleted silicon on insu-

lator (FDSOI) technology is one of the potential technologies

to continue the CMOS technology roadmap. Lower random

dopant fluctuations (RDF) and reduced short channel effects

such as higher subthreshold slope and lower drain induced

barrier lowering (DIBL) make this technology a proper choice

for ultra-low voltage (ULV) applications [1]. Additionally,

UTBB-FDSOI provides effective knobs such as back-gate

biasing (BB) and poly biasing, which helps designers to make

trade-offs between power, speed and area [2].

In this paper, the design of logic cells for subthreshold applica-

tions is demonstrated using 28 nm UTBB-FDSOI technology.

Dimensioning of the logic cells has been done in different

steps. As variability is the primary concern in subthreshold

design, device dimensions have been chosen to be larger than

minimum allowed dimensions to mitigate variability of the

cells. In the first step, the gate length of the transistors was

increased by 4 nm using poly-biasing. This leads to a trade-

off between energy consumption and noise margin where

with 13.4% more energy consumption 46% improvement in

Ion/Ioff ratio of the transistors was achievable. Threshold

voltage of 28 nm UTBB-FDSOI transistors decreases with

increasing the device width owing to the Narrow Width Effect

(NWE). In the second step, a minimum width for PMOS and

NMOS transistors was chosen considering threshold voltage

variations versus devices width to reduce threshold voltage

variations due to NWE. Subsequently in third step, an addi-

tional constant FBB voltage was applied to the back-gate of

PMOS to balance PMOS/NMOS strength ratio.

Various back-gate biasing schemes of the FDSOI technology

have been discussed in [3] and it has been shown that adaptive

and inverse adaptive BB schemes are very effective approaches

to cancel systematic mismatch between PMOS and NMOS in

subthreshold region. However in [3], different BB schemes on

commercial standard cell library are investigated at schematic

level. In this paper, we developed a full custom cell library

at layout level. Moreover, we will demonstrate that with a

constant additional BB voltage applied to the back-gate of

the PMOS, strength ratio of the PMOS and NMOS can be

modified over a Vdd range from 0.15 V to 0.4 V and back-

gate voltage from -400 mV to 900 mV. Therefore, the design

of on-chip body bias generator [4] is more straightforward

because additional back-gate biasing voltage which is applied

to the PMOS is constant over Vdd and BB voltages. Ring-

oscillators made of basic logic gates used to evaluate energy

consumption of the logic gates. Logic gates sized to have

maximum Static Noise Margin (SNM) using symmetric and

asymmetric back-gate biasing schemes. SPICE simulations

confirmed that energy per operation of the ring-oscillator with

asymmetric back-gate biasing was improved by 30% compared

to energy per operation of the ring-oscillator with symmetric

back-gate biasing. We synthesized an 8-bit MAC using the

developed costume cell library. The designed MAC was com-

pared to the other subthreshold MACs [5], [6] and [7].The

MAC presented in this work achieves lower energy and EDP

(21% and 24% saving, respectively) at 147 MHz operating

frequency compared to the MAC in [7].

In this paper, first we will describe logic cells dimensioning.

The back-gate biasing scheme is discussed in section III. In

section IV, the design of sequential element is shown. Section

V presents design of an 8-bit MAC block.



Fig. 1. (a) Ion/Ioff ratio of NMOS and PMOS vs. L (b) Energy per
operation of the ring-oscillator vs. L (Vds=200 mV).

II. DEVICE SIZING

A. Increasing the channel length to improve Ion/Ioff

In subthreshold region, the Ion/Ioff ratio of transistors

decreases exponentially with Vdd. A Lower Ion/Ioff ratio

reduces functional yield of the circuit, especially at ultra-low

supply voltages. Increasing channel length usually increases

the Ion/Ioff ratio of transistors as shown in Figure 1 (a).

Nevertheless, longer channel length results in more parasitic

capacitance and consequently higher energy consumption.

Figure 1 (b) shows normalized energy per operation of a ring-

oscillator versus channel length at 200 mV. A logic depth

of 11 was chosen for the ringoscillator to have noticeable

leakage energy. For all the channel lengths, switching voltage

of the inverters is adjusted at Vdd/2 to have maximum SNM.

From Figure 1 (a) and (b), with increasing the channel length

by 4 nm, the Ion/Ioff ratio of both the PMOS and NMOS

transistors increases by 46% at the expense of 13.4% more

energy per operation of the ring-oscillator. Therefore, we chose

to increase the channel length of all the transistors by 4 nm

using poly-biasing.

B. Narrow width effect (NWE)

Logic cells operating in subthreshold region are very suscep-

tible to threshold voltage variations due to exponential depen-

dencies between the drain current and threshold voltage [8]. It

is well-known that upsizing the devices results in less threshold

voltage variations [9]. However, wider device widths results in

increased parasitic capacitance and consequently higher energy

consumption. Therefore, it is of crucial importance to make a

good trade-off between variability and energy consumption of

the circuit. The mechanism of device threshold voltage shift

as a function of channel width depends on the isolation oxide

structure [10], [11]. For example, in bulk CMOS technologies

used in [12], threshold voltage of the device increases as

channel width increases. In contrast, the threshold voltage

decreases with channel width increment in 28 nm FDSOI

technology used in this work. In this paper, we chose a mini-

mum width for PMOS and NMOS considering NWE. Figure 2

shows PMOS and NMOS transistors threshold voltage shift

versus transistor channel widths with Vds=200 mV and L=34

nm. In order to alleviate threshold voltage variations due to

lithography effects on matching property of the transistors, a

minimum gate width is selected considering threshold voltage

Fig. 2. Threshold voltage shift of PMOS and NMOS as a function of channel
width, Vds = 0.2 V and L=34 nm.

shift as a function of PMOS and NMOS widths in Figure 2. As

with wider devices a large energy overhead is traded off with a

small reduction in threshold voltage fluctuations, the minimum

PMOS and NMOS widths are selected to be 270 and 200 nm,

respectively. Figure 3 illustrates drain current variability of

PMOS and NMOS versus channel width for 2000 Monte-Carlo

runs at 0.2 V. The number of MC runs was chosen to be 2000

because this is sufficient for 3σ verification [13]. Threshold

voltage variations are in inverse proportion to the active area

of the device (i.e. σ(Vt) ∝ 1/
√
W.L) and it obeys a Gaussian

distribution. Accordingly as shown in Figure 3, drain current

variability of the transistors decreases with increasing channel

width. However, the slope of the drain current variability

reduction decreases as channel width increases. This implies

that for wider transistors, robustness of the circuit is achieved

at the expense of higher energy consumption.

III. BACK-GATE BIASING

A. FDSOI back-biasing mechanism

In the 28 nm FDSOI technology used in this work, RVT and

LVT transistors are made by conventional and flipped wells.

Because the buried-oxide (BO) isolates the drain and source

nodes from wells, threshold and breakdown voltages of the

PWELL to NWELL diode determine the back-gate biasing

voltage range [4]. In order to apply a FBB voltage to LVT

device (flipped well), a positive voltage must be applied to

NMOS back-gate (NWELL) and a negative voltage must be

applied to the back-gate of PMOS (PWELL). Thus, PWELL

to NWELL diode is reverse biased and the breakdown voltage

of diode is the limiting factor in forward biasing scenario of

Fig. 3. PMOS and NMOS drain current variability vs. W (Vdd = 200mV ).



Fig. 4. Normalized switching voltage of inverter versus (a) PMOS back-gate
bias and (b) NMOS back-gate bias.

the LVT device. In the reverse biasing scenario of the LVT

device, a negative voltage is applied to the NWELL and a

positive voltage is applied to the PWELL, thus the threshold

voltage of PWELL to NWELL diode is the limiting factor.

For the RVT device, the break-down and threshold voltages

of the PWELL to NWELL diode are limiting factors in reverse

and forward biasing scenario, respectively. Therefore, LVT

device is forward bias oriented and RVT device is reverse

bias oriented.

B. Asymmetric Back-gate Biasing

Subthreshold circuits suffer from output levels deviation

resulting from degraded Ion/Ioff ratio and higher suscepti-

bility to the process, voltage and temperature (PVT) varia-

tions. Furthermore, there are some applications where lower

operating voltages are desired, e.g. minimum energy point

(MEP) voltage can be reduced by using a super-pipelined

structure [14]. Therefore, balancing the PUN/PDN ratio is of

crucial importance in subthreshold applications.

In [3], it had been shown that the rise and fall times of the

logic cells can be balanced through applying an asymmetric

voltage to the PMOS or NMOS back-gates. If VBB is the back-

gate bias voltage, this can be explained by VBB NMOS =
VBB and VBB PMOS = −VBB −Vadd. Vadd is an additional

voltage which is required to be applied to the back-gate

of PMOS to balance strength ratio of PMOS/NMOS. We

will find the required Vadd to have balanced PUN/PDN, by

balancing the switching voltage of an inverter at Vdd/2. As

discussed in Section III, the inverter dimensions are Ln=Lp=34

nm, Wp=270 nm and Wn=200 mn. Figure 4 (a) and (b)

illustrate normalized switching voltage of the inverter versus

back-gate voltages of PMOS and NMOS at three different

supply voltages. If the back-bias voltage is only applied to the

PMOS back-gate and VBB NMOS = 0 (See Figure 4 (a)),

PMOS is forward biased and for VBB PMOS = −400mV
the maximum deviation of the switching voltage of the inverter

from Vdd/2 is 2% for three different supply voltages. If NMOS

is reverse biased and VBB PMOS = 0 (See Figure 4 (b)),

again for VBB NMOS = −400mV the maximum deviation

of switching voltage of the inverter from Vdd/2 is only 1% for

three different supply voltages. Therefore with an additional

constant voltage (Vadd) of 400 mV applied to the back-gate

of PMOS, the PUN and PDN networks strength ratio can be

Fig. 5. Switching voltage of the inverter vs. VBB for three different Vdds.

balanced in the subthreshold region. With a 400 mV additional

voltage at the back-gate of PMOS, if a back bias voltage (VBB)

is applied to the circuit, VBB PMOS = −(VBB + 0.4)V
and VBB NMOS = VBB . Since the models provided by

the foundry are evaluated up to 1.3 V forward bias for the

technology used here, we will apply maximum VBB of 0.9 V

to the back-gate of transistors, i.e. VBB PMOS = −1.3V and

VBB NMOS = 0.9V . Moreover, to avoid turning PWELL to

NWELL diode on, the smallest reverse back bias voltage is

-0.4 V, i.e. VBB PMOS = 0V and VBB NMOS = −0.4V .

Figure 5 shows shift of switching voltage of the inverter

versus back-gate bias voltage (VBB) for three supply voltages.

As depicted in Figure 5, the worst-case deviation of the

switching voltage of the inverter from Vdd/2 is below 4.5%.

The worst case deviation occurs when maximum forward

biasing (VBB = 0.9V ) is applied to the inverter. Also, this

deviation is 1% for extreme reverse biasing (VBB = −0.4V ).

If only 2-input logic gates are included from a library, the

worst-case for verifying logic gates output deviation is as

shown in Figure 6(a) [15]. Figure 6(b) shows average and

standard deviation of SNM versus Vdd for 2000 MC runs

including both mismatch and process variations. As can be

seen from Figure 6(b), at 150 mV σ/μ = 0.39, and hence,

the corresponding probability of functional failure is 1.1%.

At Vdd = 200 mV , σ/μ = 0.2, and hence, corresponding

probability of failure is 0 for supply voltages larger than

200 mV.

In order to compare energy consumption of the logic cells

with an asymmetric back-gate biasing scheme to logic cells

with symmetric back-gate biasing scheme, the energy per

operation of two ring oscillators are compared. The ring-

oscillators consist of 55 basic logic gates including inverter,

NOR-2 and NAND-2 gates to emulate the critical path of the

8-bit MAC. Table I lists dimensions of logic gates balanced

Fig. 6. (a) test-bench to measure SNM. (b) SNM versus Vdd (2K MC runs).



TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF LOGIC GATES USED IN RING OSCILLATORS

(Lp = Ln = 34nm)

Gate INV NAND2 NOR2

Asymmetric BB
Wp [nm] 270 275 460
Wn [nm] 200 420 200

Symmetric BB
Wp [nm] 490 485 840
Wn [nm] 200 420 200

for maximum SNM with asymmetric and symmetric back-

gate biasing schemes. Note that as described in the previous

section, the minimum width of PMOS in both biasing schemes

is 270 nm and the minimum width of NMOS is 200 nm.

As shown in Figure 7, the energy per operation of the ring-

oscillator made of asymmetrically biased logic gates is im-

proved in forward and reverse back-gate biasing schemes. The

operating frequency range of the ring-oscillators is achieved

by sweeping Vdd from 0.15 V to 0.4 V. With VBB = 0V
(i.e. VBB PMOS = −0.4V and VBB NMOS = 0), the

minimum energy of the ring oscillator with asymmetric back-

biasing scheme is decreased by 29%. With maximum forward

back biasing (i.e. VBB = 0.9V , VBB PMOS = −1.3V and

VBB NMOS = 0.9V ), the minimum energy of the ring oscil-

lator with asymmetric back-gate biasing scheme is decreased

by 31%. With extreme reverse back biasing (i.e. VBB =
−0.4V , VBB PMOS = 0V and VBB NMOS = −0.4V ), the

minimum energy of the ring oscillator with asymmetric back-

biasing scheme is decreased by 30%. Additionally, as observed

from Figure 7, the energy per operation of the ring-oscillator

balanced by asymmetric back-gate biasing is smaller than the

symmetrically biased ring-oscillator over all frequency range,

for each back-biasing scheme.

IV. FLIP-FLOP DESIGN

We used a gate based edge-triggered D type flip-flop intro-

duced in [16]. The measurement results of different versions of

this DFF confirm its functionality in ultra-low voltages domain

down to 132 mV [17]. Figure 8 shows schematic and layout

view of the DFF with 26 transistors. The operation principle of

the DFF is that when CK=0 the outputs of gate3 and gate4 are

1 and the output of these gates will not change with changes

in net2, thus the state of the output latch (gate5 and 6) will

not change. For CK=1, D signal flows through the gate1, gate2

and inverter and changes the state of net3 or net4 to 0 this in

Fig. 7. Energy per operation of ring-oscillators with different back-gate
biasing schemes versus oscillation frequency.

Fig. 8. (a) Schematic view of DFF (b) layout view of used DFF.

turn changes output latch state. As net3 or net4 discharged to

0 the output of gatet2 or gate1 will be tied to Vdd, hence net2

will be completely isolated from changes in D.

The DFF has following advantages: 1- It has very regular

structure which leads to a regular layout as shown in Fig-

ure 8(b). 2- It has a single-phase clock signal. Overlap between

true and complementary clock signals causes contention in

feedback loops of master-slave flip-lops. 3- Contention-free,

there is no node subject to contention in the DFF.

Since hold time violations cause timing failures independent

of clock frequency, this parameter of flip-flops deserves to be

explored in more detail. If D is high, net3 will be discharged to

0 after rising edge of clock signal and the feedback pass from

the output of gate 4 to gate 2 will isolate circuit from changes

in the input. Similarly, when D is low, net4 will be discharged

to 0 after rising edge of the clock signal, and hence, gate1 will

be nontransparent for a high input. To have a proper operation

with D=0 at the input, net4 must be discharged to 0 before

changes in the input reset net1 to 0. Likewise with D=1 at

the input, net3 must be discharged to 0 before changes in the

input D resets output of gate2 to 0. Taking above discussions

about hold time into account, the worst case hold time in DFF

is when input D is low and it changes from logic 0 to 1 just

after the rising edge of the clock signal.

Figure 9 (a) illustrates the normalized CK-to-Q delay versus

CK-to-D delay. The hold-time is defined as the CK-to-D delay

for which the CK-to-Q delay increases 5% from its nominal

value [18]. The average and standard deviation of the hold

time versus Vdd is illustrated in Figure 9 (b). We did MC

analysis taking mismatch and process variations into account.

To find σ and μ of hold time, CK-to-Q delay versus CK-to-D

delay curves were drawn for each MC run and hold time was

calculated from these curves. To save simulations run time,

the number of MC runs was chosen to be 100.

Fig. 9. (a) Normalized CK to Q delay versus CK to D delay to find hold
time of the DFF at Vdd = 200 mV (b) 100 MC runs at three different Vdds.



V. MAC BLOCK

An 8-bit MAC has been synthesized using our fully cus-

tomized cell library with standard EDA tools. The library com-

prises basic logic gates such as the inverter, buffer, NAND2,

NOR2 and filler cells. A 1-bit full adder and 2 flip-flops with

and without asynchronous ’set’ signal are also included in the

library. Minority-3 gates were used to implement the 1-bit

full adder from [19] and, the flip-flops have same structure as

discussed in section IV. As shown in Figure 10 (a), the 8-bit

MAC has two pipeline stages with 16-bit input, output and

middle registers. Figure 10 (b) shows the layout view of the

MAC after place and route. The active area is 48x46 μm2.

Figure 11 (a) shows delay distribution of the shortest path in

the FF process corner. This minimum delay path was extracted

from synthesis tool. The maximum allowable clock skew can

be calculated from minimum delay constraint as shown in

equation 1. μ−3σ of the clock-to-Q delay in FF process corner

is 13.5 ns. Calculating μ−3σ of the minimum delay path from

Figure 11 (a) and μ+ 3σ of the hold time from Figure 9 (b),

the maximum allowable clock skew was calculated to be 46

ns which equals to 4FO4 delay.

tskew ≤ tlogic,min + tcq,min − thold,max (1)

To find the maximum operating frequency of the MAC block,

the critical path of the MAC block was extracted. Figure 11(b)

shows delay distribution of the critical path in the SS process

corner. At 200 mV Vdd and SS process corner, μ+ 3σ of the

critical path is 1.14 us (clock-to-Q delay is included in this

path), and set up time of the DFF is 32 ns. Accordingly, assum-

ing maximum allowable clock skew of 4FO4, the maximum

clock frequency at 200 mV is 830 KHz (See equation 2).

tck ≥ tlogic,max + tcq,max + tset up,max + tskew (2)

Figure 12 shows energy per operation of the 8-bit MAC

block versus the operating frequency for 3 different back-

gate biasing schemes. The supply voltage had been varied

from 150 mV to 400 mV for each biasing scheme. The

maximum frequency for each supply voltage is calculated

from equation 2. The SPICE simulations are based on the

netlist extracted from the layout view taking both parasitic

capacitance and resistance into account. The minimum energy

per operation was achieved with Vbb PMOS = −0.4V and

Vbb NMOS = 0. The 51 fJ MEP occurs at 275 mV supply

voltage with a maximum operating frequency of 5.3 MHz.

As can be observed from Figure 12, forward back-gate

Fig. 10. (a) Block diagram view and (b) layout view of 8-bit MAC block.

Fig. 11. (a) shortest path delay distribution in FF process corner (b) longest
path delay distribution in SS process corner (2000 MC and Vdd = 200 mV ).

Fig. 12. 8-bit MAC energy per operation versus operating frequency for three
back biasing schemes.

biasing is more energy efficient for higher speeds. With

forward back-gate biasing, the MAC block consumes less

energy per operation for operating frequencies higher than

11 MHz. The minimum Vdd has to be kept at 150 mV

because functional yield degrades and variability of the

circuit increases by lowering supply voltage. However, for

the applications with more relaxed performance requirements,

the power consumption can be reduced by decreasing Vdd.

This is not possible because of minimum Vdd constraint.

Therefore, reverse back-gate biasing is proper choice for

applications with more relaxed performance requirements.

As illustrated in Figure 12, reverse back-gate biasing is more

energy efficient for frequencies smaller than 2 MHz.

Another important issue in extreme reverse back-gate biasing

(Vbb PMOS = 0 and Vbb NMOS = −0.4V ) is PWELL to

NWELL diodes leakage current. To take this issue more into

account, deep-NWELL and an NWELL guard-ring are used

to isolate the PWELL of the core circuitry form P-substrate,

as shown in Figure 10 (b). The total leakage power due to

the parasitic PWELL/P-sub to NWELL diodes was 10 nW

with extreme reverse back-gate biasing.

Table II provides a comparison between this work and

existing subthreshold MAC blocks. Since the MAC in [7] is

16-bit and is implemented with the same 28 nm technology,

specifications of an equivalent 16-bit MAC are listed in

Table II to have a fair comparison. The MAC in this

work consists of an array multiplier followed by a serial

adder, so operating frequency (fopt) and number of the

gates of 16-bit MAC will be 0.5x and 3.5x of the 8-bit

MAC. This means that total parasitic capacitance (Cp) and

leakage current (Ileak) of the 16-bit MAC is 3.5x of the

8-bit MAC. Therefore as shown in equations 3 and 4, the



TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH EXISTING WORKS

[5] 8-bit [6] 16-bit [7] 16-bit This work(16-bit equivalent MAC)

@
Vddmin

@
Vddmin

@
Emin

@
51MHz

@VBB =
0V

@VBB =
0.3V

@VBB =
1.5V

@VBB =
0V

@VBB =
0.4V

@VBB =
0.9V

@
147MHz

Vdd[V] 0.175 0.15 0.19 0.28 0.29 0.33 0.29 0.275 0.275 0.25 0.385

f[MHz] 0.166 5 10.5 51.3 25 26 147 2.6 1 8.3 147

P[μW] 0.014 4.8 9.1 66.2 7 8.3 61.7 0.65 0.28 2.2 48.5

E[pJ] 0.084 0.96 0.87 1.29 0.28 0.32 0.42 0.25 0.28 0.26 0.33

EDP[pJ.μS]] 0.506 0.193 0.083 0.025 0.011 0.12 0.0029 0.096 0.28 0.0313 0.0022

static and dynamic energy consumptions of the 16-bit MAC

with the same structure increases by 7x and 3.5x, respectively.

Et 8bit = IleakVdd/fopt + αCp.V
2
dd (3)

Et 16bit = 3.5IleakVdd/(0.5fopt) + α3.5CpV
2
dd (4)

As listed in Table II, the MAC in [5] provides lowest energy

and power consumptions considering its 140 nm technology,

but at significantly lower computational speed than the other

implementations. The MACs in [6] and [7] are faster, but this

comes at cost of higher dynamic and static power consump-

tions. The lower speed of the MAC block in this work can

be overcompensated by increasing the supply voltage. For

example, to meet 147 MHz operating frequency for 16-bit

MAC (i.e. 294 MHz for 8-bit MAC), Vdd is increased to 385

mV. The energy per operation of the equivalent 16-bit MAC

at this Vdd is 0.33 pJ which is 21% lower than energy per

operation of the MAC in [7] at 147 MHz operating frequency.

VI. CONCLUSION

The development of logic cells for ULV applications has

been discussed in this paper. We have focused on making a

satisfactory trade-off between sensitivity to the variations and

energy consumption of the digital logic cells. The designed

cells are NWE aware and asymmetric back-gate biasing helps

to have smaller PUN, and hence, lower energy consumption.

Monte Carlo analysis of worst case back-to-back configuration

for SNM evaluation shows adequate SNM for cells down to

150 mV. A full custom cell library has been developed, and a

MAC block has been synthesized using the designed library.

Comparing specifications of the designed MAC to the MAC

in [7] reveals better energy efficiency for the MAC block in

this work, so that the speed drop could be overcompensated

by increasing the supply voltage. The minimum energy point

of the 8-bit MAC block was 0.051 pJ at 275 mV and 5.3 MHz

clock frequency.
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Nine D-type Flip-Flop (DFF) architectures were implemented in 28 nm FDSOI at a target, subthreshold, 

supply voltage of 200 mV. The goal was to identify promising DFFs for ultra low power applications. 

The single-transistor pass gate DFF, the PowerPC 603 DFF and the C 2 MOS DFF are considered to be the 

overall best candidates of the nine. The pass gate DFF had the lowest energy consumption per cycle for 

frequencies lower than 500 kHz and for supply voltages below 400 mV. It was implemented with the 

smallest physical footprint and it proved to be functional down to the lowest operating voltage of 65 mV 

in the typical process corner. During Monte Carlo (MC) process and mismatch simulations it was also 

found that the pass gate DFF is least prone to variations in both minimal setup- and minimal hold-time. 

Race conditions, during mismatch variations, occurred for the flip-flop that is constructed from NAND 

and inverter based multiplexers. The pass gate DFF is outperformed slightly when it comes to D-Q-based 

power-delay product and more significantly when it comes to the maximum clock frequency. The flip- 

flops having the shortest D-Q delays were the PowerPC 603 and the transmission gate D flip-flop, these 

also had the lowest D-Q-based power-delay of 26% and 30% respectively of that of the worst-case S 2 CFF 

power-delay product. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Ever since the Centre Electronique Horloger (CEH) in Switzer- 

land succeeded with low power integrated circuits [2] , scientists 

have strived to create new and improved methods for designing 

low power systems. Subthreshold CMOS operation is such an ap- 

proach and is applied both in the analog and in the digital circuit 

design domain. By reducing the supply voltage below the thresh- 

old voltage of the transistors, the power consumption can be re- 

duced by several orders of magnitude. The principle of operating 

transistors in weak inversion dates back to 1967 [3] . Despite its 

early introduction, only a few niche-products exploiting subthresh- 

old operation have been established in the consumer-electronics 

market until now. The sensor-network trend known as the Internet 

� This paper is an extended version of the already published conference pa- 

per “Comparative analysis of flip-flop architectures for subthreshold applications in 

28nm FDSOI” [1] . 
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +4792893321. 

E-mail addresses: even.late@ntnu.no , even.laate@iet.ntnu.no (E. Låte). 
1 PhD Candidate 
2 PhD Candidate 
3 Professor & Supervisor 
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of Things (IoT) has re-opened the interest for the ultra low power 

(ULP) benefits of operating transistors in the subthreshold region. 

ULP Sensor nodes driven by coin-cell batteries will last for a long 

time, or perpetually, if energy harvesting is used in combination 

with subthreshold operation. 

D flip-flops (DFFs) are widely used in digital applications such 

as parallel storage and to serially manipulate internal circuit nodes 

in SoCs. These edge triggered devices account for large fractions of 

circuit area and power consumption and are also amongst the most 

difficult digital building blocks to push to lower supply voltage lev- 

els without experiencing problems with data corruption. Either the 

output (Q) is subject to voltage drop so that it fails to take it’s cor- 

rect logical value, or the internal delay of the master latch is too 

high to allow the slave latch to latch on to the data (D) signal. 

The objective of this work is to explore multiple flip-flop archi- 

tectures and identify promising candidates among these for sub- 

threshold applications in 28 nm Fully Depleted Silicon On Insulator 

(FDSOI). 

In this paper, section 2 introduces details on a schematic 

level for the chosen set of DFF architectures. The simulation-setup 

and performance metrics for evaluating these are explained in 

section 3 , followed by results and an evaluation of the schemat- 

ics in section 4 & 5 respectively. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.micpro.2016.07.016 

0141-9331/© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Fig. 1. Schematical overview of the flip-flop architectures that are considered in this study, the nand and inverter symbols in cell 3. and 5. are made with 4 and 2 LVT 

transistors respectively. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. 9 D Flip-Flop Architectures 

Nine static D flip-flop architectures were picked out for a com- 

parative study of their subthreshold abilities. The schematics for 

each of them are illustrated in Fig. 1 and are further explained in 

the enumerations below: 

1. The static single-phase contention-free flip-flop (S 2 CFF) 

[4,5] is shown in cell No. 1 in Fig. 1 . It is based on a dynamic 

true single-phase flipflop and is made static by including a 

slave latch and some additional transistors. The S 2 CFF was 

designed in 2014 for near threshold operation on a 45 nm 

SOI technology. 

2. The second structure is the well known Clocked CMOS flip- 

flop (C 2 MOS) [6] . It consists of clocked 4T and basic 2T in- 

verters and relies on two clock phases. 

3. The conventional NAND-based design in cell 3 was used 

for its simplistic gate level structure together with Schmitt- 

trigger gates in [7] to push the lower limits of the supply 

voltage. The original design is made into a positive edge 

triggered DFF by removing one inverter on the clock (CK) 

input. 

4. A flip-flop design consisting of transmission gates and in- 

verters such as the one shown in cell number 4, is referred 

to as the Transmission Gate DFF. It is used extensively in 

sequential systems for its low power consumption and low 

transistor count. Note that two clock phases are used. 

5. A static master slave flip-flop can be constructed using two 

multiplexers (MUXes) configured as latches. In this paper 

two different MUX topologies are investigated for such a 

configuration. Cell number 5 shows such a DFF with MUXes 

built up from conventional logic gates. 

6. Cell number 6 shows a second MUX-based flip-flop where 

the MUXes are built in a XNOR-like fashion with logic 

branches. 

7. The PowerPC 603 flip-flop in cell number 7 was used in the 

PowerPC 603 microprocessor [8] . The PowerPC flip-flop has 

been modified slightly since then, the two transistors con- 

trolling the scan mode of the DFF have been removed. This 

design has in previous comparative studies been found to 

have great subthreshold abilities [9–11] . 

8. Cell number 8 contains another NAND and inverter based 

flip-flop that is race free [12] . This design differs from 

the conventional NAND based flip-flop by the fact that it 

has less logic gates and thus occupies a smaller amount 

of area. 

9. Transmission gates are normally used to achieve symmetri- 

cal transmission of logic high and logic low signals. The sin- 

gle pass gate design in cell number 9 exploits the area and 

single clock-phase benefits of using single transistors as pass 

gates instead of the 2T transmission gates [13] , the trade-off

is loss in signal integrity. In 2015, this DFF architecture was 

simulated in 28 nm FDSOI with promising results [14] . 

2.2. Flip-Flop Implementation, Sizing & Layout 

For this study, all the DFF architectures were implemented for 

a supply voltage of 200 mV and with LVT transistors. The transis- 

tors were sized to give equal drive strength for pull up and pull 

down networks. Flip-flops consisting of logic building blocks were 
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Table 1 

Transistor dimensions, transistor counts and area of the implemented layout for the 9 DFFs in Fig. 1 . 

DFF Transistor dimensions (nm), W default = 80, 

L default = 30 

Trans. 

Count 

Area Full 

( μm 

2 ) 

Area Full 

(%of S 2 CFF) 

Area Core 

( μm 

2 ) 

Area Core 

(%of S 2 CFF) 

1. S 2 CFF w 1 w 2 w 5 w 6 w pINV = 172,w 3 = 122,w 4 = 110, 24 24.11 10 0.0 0 7.45 10 0.0 0 

2. C 2 MOS w pCkINV , w pINV = 172 22 15.30 63.46 5.02 67.40 

3. Conv. w pNAND = 162, w pINV = 172 30 17.95 74.45 5.44 73.02 

4. Transm. w pTransm = 200, w pINV = 172 18 18.90 78.39 5.75 77.18 

5. MUX-1 w pNAND = 162, w pINV = 172 28 17,65 73.21 5.35 71.81 

6. MUX-2 w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 = 170, w pINV = 172 24 19.67 81.58 6.00 80.53 

7. PowerPC w pTransm = 200, w pCkINV , w pINV = 172 18 16.34 67.78 5.39 72.34 

8. Racefree w pNAND = 162, w pINV = 172 26 15.81 65.57 4.75 63.76 

9. Pass Gate w 1 w 2 w 3 = 200 w pINV = 172 12 11.82 49.03 4.19 56.24 

Fig. 2. Layout of the C 2 MOS DFF, width = 5.613 μm, full height = 2.726 μm. 

sized from the bottom and up. The drawn channel lengths (L) of 

the transistors, in all flip-flops, were kept constant to minimize de- 

vice mismatch and to simplify the architectural comparisons. All 

flip-flops were designed with drawn channel lengths equal to the 

28 nm FDSOI process minimum at 30 nm. 

For the basic 2T inverters, the width of the PMOS was found by 

locking the NMOS width to the process minimum while sweeping 

the input voltage such that the voltage transfer characteristic has 

an output equal to V DD /2 for an input equal to V DD /2. For gates 

with multiple inputs, multiple transfer curves were achieved by 

holding non switching inputs in the on-state. The average of the 

multiple transfer curves was used for V DD /2. This approach is ideal 

at uniform distributions of data input patterns. The transmission 

gate that is used in some of the DFFs was sized to have equal drain 

current for both NMOS and PMOS while being in the on-state. 

Table 1 lists the settled transistor dimensions in the second 

column from the left. The transistors that are not mentioned in 

the table have minimum process dimensions i.e. drawn channel 

lengths equal to 30 nm and channel widths equal to 80 nm. The ta- 

ble also lists the differences in transistor count and area consump- 

tion for the 9 flip-flops. 

Fig. 2 shows the layout of the C 2 MOS DFF. A layout style where 

metal over gate-poly is avoided, is used for all DFF implementa- 

tions in a similar fashion to make the comparison fair. The ar- 

eas depend directly on the transistor counts and the regularity 

of the architectures, flip-flops with complex structures require ex- 

tra area for routing outside of the cell. The out-of-the-cell routing 

makes it easier to visualize the differences in interconnect com- 

plexity for the flip-flops, which may ease the layout-process for 

the designer if taken into account during a flip-flop selection. See 

the four right-most columns of Table 1 for the area consump- 

tion of the flip-flops. The LVT transistors in 28 nm FDSOI are im- 

plemented in layout with flip well, N-channel devices reside in 

N-well and P-channel devices in P-well. The DFFs are compared 

with both the PMOS-network back-gate connection (VDDs), and 

the NMOS-network back-gate connection (GNDs), connected to the 

Fig. 3. Test setup; A verilog A module for Pulse Generation and Analysis (PG & A ), 

a FO4 load and realistic input signal drivers. 

LVT-default ground potential. It could also be interesting to com- 

pare the DFFs to each other across the technology-given, feasible, 

range of body biasing but this is not done in this work. 

All flip-flop layouts were analyzed with version 14.2 of the 

QRC parasitic extraction tool. Both the resulting post-layout-netlists 

and the pre-layout-schematics are used extensively in simulations 

throughout this paper. 

2.3. Simulation Setup & Test Methodology 

It is for subthreshold applications desired to compare the DFF 

topologies with respect to functionality, operating speed, power 

and robustness against process variations. The test-bench setup 

that is used in this comparative study is given for a single DFF in- 

stance in Fig. 3 . The flip-flop architectures presented above were 

analyzed using similar comparative approaches as those proposed 

in [15] . Each flip-flop was simulated using double Inverters to drive 

the inputs and a fan-out of 4 inverters as output loads. Version 14.1 

of the Spectre circuit simulator was used for all analog simulations 

in this study. 

The test setup in Fig. 3 also includes a programmable Pulse 

Generation and Analysis (PG&A) module. Since this module is writ- 

ten in verilogA, it is compatible with the Spectre circuit simulator. 

2.3.1. Simulating Minimal Supply Voltage, Maximum Frequency & 

Functional Yield 

The PG&A module generates data and clock signals such as the 

top two waves shown in Fig. 4 . Functionality is verified by au- 

tomatically probing the Q signal at the interval marked with cir- 

cles in the on the Q-signal. To allow observation of functionality 

on each individual positive clock edge, the data signal toggles on 

every falling clock edge which gives symmetrical setup and hold 

times for the DFF. Functionality is then be tested on a uniform out- 

put data distribution with a 50% switching activity-factor. 

The lowest functional supply voltage was found for all flip-flops 

by introducing a minimal value for logic high equal to 75% of V DD . 

A maximum value for logic low was also set to be 25% of V DD . The 

supply voltage was then reduced to the point where the logic level 
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Fig. 4. Simulation stimuli used for verification of functionality. 

Fig. 5. Simulation stimuli used to map minimal setup time. 

limits were breached by Q. For functionality comparisons at low 

operating voltages in the TT corner, the waveforms used in tran- 

sient simulations were selected to allow settling of slow signals as 

a result of a low operating voltage. The lowest functional operating 

voltage was thus found with simulations at 1kHz clock-frequency. 

Maximum operating frequencies at 200 mV in the TT corner 

was also mapped with the functionality-test stimuli in Fig. 4 . Hav- 

ing a symmetrical hold & setup time, makes the PG&A platform 

scalable and thus suitable for frequency adjustments with para- 

metric sweeps. The frequency was simply increased until the ver- 

ilogA module prompted a faulty output for each of the flip-flop 

architectures. 

Functional yield was also simulated for the DFF architectures 

for many supply voltage levels. Also here the limits of logic high 

and logic low were set to 75% of V DD and to 25% of V DD respec- 

tively. The functional yield was simulated using the suitable num- 

ber of 10 0 0 Monte Carlo(MC) simulation-points for 3 σ accuracy 

[16] per DFF for every V DD value. 

2.3.2. Simulating the Limits of Setup- & Hold-Time 

To map the minimal setup- and minimal hold- times of each 

flip-flop, the D signal transition was moved iteratively towards the 

CK edge until the DFF failed to propagate the change in the D input 

to the Q output on a positive clock edge. The minimal functional 

setup/hold time is then equal to the previous functional setup/hold 

time when such an event occurs. The PG&A module was made to 

sweep the hold and setup time and to detect events such as the 

one described above and then output the previous setup/hold time 

used. Using a variable in the delay parameter of the analog tran- 

sition operator in verilogA allows for automatic sweeping of setup 

and hold time within the same transient simulation. 

The waveform in Fig. 5 depicts a setup time sweep with a setup 

time violation on t0-2 �t. The data signal transition is here moved 

from the left of the rising clock edge towards the edge. 

The waveform in Fig. 6 shows us the corresponding hold time 

simulation waveform where a hold time violation is detected by 

the PG&A module yielding a minimal functional hold time equal to 

the initial hold time used minus one time quantum. The data sig- 

nal transition is, for the hold time analysis, moved from the right 

of the clock cycle towards the clock cycle until the DFF fails to 

latch on to the previous data value. 

By modifying the PG&A block to write each setup time or hold 

time value to a text file, statistical simulations for setup and hold 

Fig. 6. Simulation stimuli used to map minimal hold time. 

time were made possible. Once the output signal slips, the pre- 

viously working time sample is written to a text file and a new 

statistical run can be initiated. For many Monte Carlo runs, the 

text file grows with delay samples for every transient run. This ap- 

proach was used to map each DFF’s timing-susceptibility to process 

variations which has a high correlation to yield in a larger system 

setting. 

2.3.3. Simulating Power-Delay Products at Optimal Setup Times 

Once the minimal setup time was identified for each DFF using 

the approach in subsection 2.3.2 , the setup times were swept from 

this point and upwards, while observing the D-Q delay. The setup- 

time where the D-Q delay is minimal and optimal is often greater 

than the minimal setup time. This procedure was done for both 

rising and falling Q transitions, both for pure schematics netlists 

and for the extracted netlists from QRC. For rising and falling Q, the 

worst case optimal setup times of were chosen for PDP evaluation. 

This was done to account for asymmetry in the flip-flop schematics 

and to avoid functional errors deriving from optimistic clocking. 

Using optimal setup times, and noting the minimal D-Q delay 

for a supply of 200 mV, average power consumption over one Q 

toggle period was probed for each DFF. Multiplying the average 

power consumptions per cycle by their corresponding D-Q delays 

gave the power-delay products for all flip-flops. 

One should note here that the dual clock-phase flip-flops; 

C 2 MOS, transmission gate and PowerPC 603 DFF were all imple- 

mented with local clock inversion. The local clock inverters were 

included in the power calculations of flip-flops using two clock 

phases. The inverted clock signal could also have been generated 

globally, but the additional power consumption from routing two 

clock signals would be difficult to model accurately. 

2.3.4. Simulating Power & Energy/Cycle in Different Operating 

Regions 

It is in many systems desirable to perform voltage and fre- 

quency scaling. This requires that circuit components remain func- 

tional over the scaling intervals, and that their performance and 

power consumption is adequate for all operating regions. To get a 

comparative overview of the scaling performance of the DFFs the 

supply voltage and the frequency was swept from 150 mV and 1 

kHz, up to the LVT supply limit and up towards the maximum op- 

erating frequency of the DFFs. Current drawn from the supply was 

probed and the circuits correct functionality was simultaneously 

ensured using the PG&A module that was created. The idle leakage 

power of each architecture was probed both for the case of storing 

a logic 0 and the case of storing a logic 1. The leakage metric used 

here is the average of these two assuming a uniform data pattern. 

3. Simulation Results 

3.1. Minimum Supply Voltages & Minimal Clock Periods 

The bar plot in Fig. 7 depicts the minimal operating voltage 

where the circuits are still functional for the typical process corner. 
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Fig. 7. Minimal functional supply voltage for the DFF architectures. 

Fig. 8. Minimum functional clock period with symmetrical setup/hold time. 

Fig. 9. Yield vs supply voltage for process & mismatch variations. 

The bars in white represent simulation results from pre layout sim- 

ulations, while the black bars represent results from simulations on 

extracted netlists. This colour encoding is repeated throughout the 

result section. 

Fig. 8 shows the reciprocal of the maximum functional frequen- 

cies simulated with symmetrical hold and setup times also in the 

TT corner. Here, minimum clock period is used instead of max- 

imum clock frequency to better visualize the differences in the 

post-layout results. 

The yield curves in Fig. 9 are created from 10 0 0 Monte Carlo 

Runs for various supply voltages. In the leftmost box in each plot 

window, the yield is listed for each DFF at the target supply voltage 

of 200 mV. The strong deviation in yield for the NAND&INV based 

mux DFF will be explained in the discussion section. 

3.2. Setup Time and Hold Time Variations 

In this subsection we will have a look at the results for the 9 

DFF’s timing simulations. Violation of both setup times and hold 

times leads to system failures so this aspect should be considered 

a top priority together with the yield aspect when selecting DFF 

topologies. 

Fig. 10 shows us the variability of the minimal functional setup 

time in a box plot. The plot is created from 10 0 0 time-samples 

per pre-layout and post-layout DFF architecture which is generated 

from 10 0 0 Monte Carlo simulation points per test-bench, ref. Fig. 3 . 

The central marks of the box plots are the median setup time for 

flip-flops exposed to process variations, the edges of the box are 

the 25th and 75th percentiles, while the whiskers extend to the 

Fig. 10. Effect of process & mismatch on the minimal setup time. 

Fig. 11. Effect of process & mismatch on the minimal hold time. 

Fig. 12. D-Q delay varies with setup time, falling and rising Q for pre-layout netlist. 

Fig. 13. D-Q delay varies with setup time, falling and rising Q for extracted netlists. 

most extreme setup times that are not considered outliers of the 

setup-time data set. The crosses represent the outliers, that is any 

value that lies more than one and a half times the length of the 

box from either end of the box. 

Similarly for the minimal functional hold time for each DFF, 

Fig. 11 is a box plot showing us how the minimal hold time is 

distributed for process and mismatch variations. This plot is also 

generated from 10 0 0 Monte Carlo simulation points for each post 

and pre-layout DFF-netlist. 

3.3. Comparative Power-Delay Products 

The DFFs were compared with products of power consumption 

and D-Q delays in the typical corner for operation at optimal setup 

times. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show us how the D-Q delays vary for 
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Fig. 14. Feasible ranges and optimal setup times for the 9 flip-flops in the typical 

process corner. 

Fig. 15. D to Q delays using the optimal setup times in Fig. 14 . 

Fig. 16. Power consumptions at V DD = 200 mV using optimal setup times. 

Fig. 17. Power-delay products (PDPs) for each flip-flop based on Fig. 16 and 15 . 

all flip-flop architectures as a function of setup-time. In the fig- 

ures, the ideal setup times with respect to D-Q delays are marked 

with red. As a summary for the four plots, the feasible range of 

setup times and the optimal setup times for each architecture are 

given in Fig. 14 . The corresponding minimal D-Q delays are plotted 

in Fig. 15 . The average power consumed for one Q-toggle-cycle, of 

both rising and falling, for each of the DFFs, is given in Fig. 16 . The 

two factors: Minimal D-Q delays and power consumptions, gives 

the power-delay bars in Fig. 17 when multiplied together. 

3.4. Power and Energy in Different Operating Regions 

For an idle DFF test-bench in the typical corner, the graphs in 

Fig. 18 shows us the leakage power that is consumed for different 

subthreshold supply voltages. The exponential nature of the leak- 

Fig. 18. Leakage power versus supply voltage level for each of the 9 DFFs on the 

extracted netlist. 

Fig. 19. Flip-flops and their energy consumption per clock cycle in the frequency- 

and supply-voltage- operation space. The best and the worst DFFs wrt. E/cycle, are 

further illustrated in Fig. 20, Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 . 

Fig. 20. The flip-flops having the least amount of energy consumed per cycle for 

given frequencies and supply voltages. 

age power versus supply voltage plot continues all the way up to 

V DD = 1V without any deviations from the depicted pattern. 

Varying both the operating frequency and the supply voltage, 

changes what DFF is optimal for specific areas of operation. Each 

DFF has its own energy per cycle plane in the frequency and sup- 

ply voltage space. Fig. 19 shows each energy per cycle -surface, 

with different colors for each DFF, in the same coordinate system. 

All DFFs are functional at the displayed supply voltages and fre- 

quencies. The most significant information is highlighted in Fig. 20 

& Fig. 21 . Fig. 20 is essentially the same MATLAB surface plot 

as that in Fig. 19 , it is simply rotated to a view from below. 

Fig. 21 gives us a transposed and rotated view of the same surfaces 

to list the DFFs that are worst with respect to energy consumption 

per cycle. 

Since this comparative study is mainly intended for DFFs in the 

sub-threshold region, the average value for each of the surfaces for 

V DD < 400 mV are given in Fig. 22 . It becomes evident that the 

pass gate DFF is most energy efficient in the subthreshold region. 
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Fig. 21. The flip-flops having the most amount of energy consumed per cycle for 

given frequencies and supply voltages. 

Fig. 22. Average energy per cycle in the sub-threshold region( V DD < 400 mV ) of the 

surfaces in Figs. 19, 21, 20 . 

4. Discussion 

The results section in this paper contains comparative results 

from manifold aspects of DFF properties that can be weighted dif- 

ferently by circuit designers for diverse applications. Table 2 lists 

each DFF’s rating relative to the other DFFs in the aspects of: Tran- 

sistor Count, Minimal VDD, minimal clock period (maximum fre- 

quency), functional yield, variation of minimal setup- & hold-time, 

power-delay product, leakage power and energy per cycle in the 

subthreshold region. The smallest values in the sum-column rep- 

resent the best DFFs if each property is weighted uniformly, nor- 

mally this is not the case, however it is up to the circuit designer 

to weigh them. 

Generally, the performance variations for pre- and post- layout 

simulations appear rather large through the result section. This is 

as expected for subthreshold applications as changes in nodal ca- 

pacitance are more noticeable with low drive currents. The differ- 

ences between pre- and post- layout simulations exist for all flip- 

flops, but to various degrees. Since the layout is made using the 

same out-of-the-cell routing-style for all the DFFs, the parasitic ef- 

fects of gate-capacitances should be fair for all, thus making the 

simulation results depend largely on the schematical advantages of 

each topology, their drive characteristics, their routing complexity 

and their transistor count. 

Of all the different topologies, the pass gate DFF has a superior 

area of it’s footprint compared to the other candidates as can be 

seen in Table 1 . Using only 12 transistors, its footprint in this com- 

parative implementation is only 49% as large as that of the worst 

case S 2 CFF. Depending on the circuit application, area is commonly 

a key criteria for topology selection. 

All flip-flops are here designed for a supply voltage of 200 mV. 

Despite this fact, the lower the minimal operating voltage is, the 

greater the flexibility at a system level will be. A low limit for sup- 

ply voltage reduction means having the possibility to perform volt- 

age scaling over a larger voltage range, which again will increase 

the chances of finding a better global energy operating point, or 

lasting longer before a brown-out situation. Fig. 7 suggests that the 

pass gate design is best at this aspect, one should keep in mind 

that the minimal supply voltage levels found here are in the event 

of a typical corner. 

The aspect of minimal functional clock period for symmetrical 

hold-& setup-times, also known as maximum clock frequency, is 

dominated by the XNOR-based MUX DFF and the PowerPC 603 DFF 

as Fig. 8 depicts. This is one of the weakest comparative checks 

for the pass-gate flip-flop since the n-channel and p-channel pass 

gates makes it highly asymetrical when it comes to rise and fall 

times of the output, Q. The S 2 CFF is highly affected by parasitic 

capacitance from the out of the cell routing because of it’s routing 

complexity, it becomes the slowest DFF at 200 mV in the typical 

corner. 

One of the most important comparison aspects is the functional 

yield, during a flip-flop topology selection this should have a high 

priority. Most DFFs have a yield in the top 90 percent category. 

This is, as mentioned section 3 and as depicted in Fig. 9 , not the 

case for the MUX flip-flop that is built out of NANDs and inverters. 

It has at 200mV a yield of 84% for the pure schematic netlist and a 

yield of 72% for the post-layout netlist, which makes it useless for 

subthreshold applications as it stands. It can, however, be consid- 

ered functional in the subthreshold region if the yield is improved 

to the top 90 percentage level. As can be seen of the schematic 

for the NAND&INV based MUX in Fig. 1 , each MUX-latch has a 

feedback from the output of the MUX to either input A or input 

B for the slave and the master latch respectively. During a toggle 

of the clock signal, one logic branch is turned on and the other is 

turned off within one MUX. At the clock edge there is a race con- 

dition for the branches, and, depending on the mismatch of driving 

strengths, an erroneous output may be latched on to. By inserting 

delay elements in the feedback of each multiplexer-latch, the race 

condition is solved and, according to new simulations, the yield 

is improved to 99.2% for the pure schematic netlist. This increases 

the transistor count of the DFF by 8, making it the least desirable 

of the 9 with respect to transistor count. 

Having a high functional yield as a solo device is important, 

however, in a system setting with propagation-delay variation, 

other aspects like resistance against minimal setup- and hold-time 

Table 2 

Summing up the findings for the extracted netlist-results with ratings, 1 = best, 9 = worst, the sum column weighs properties uniformly. 

DFF type # Trans. Min. V DD Min. Clock 

Period 

Yield, Single 

DFF 

Min. Setup 

T. Var. 

Min. Hold 

T. Var. 

PDP Leakage 

Power 

Avg E/cycle, 

V DD < 400 mV 

SUM, Uniform 

Property Weight 

1. S 2 CFF 6 9 9 8 6 7 9 4 5 63 

2. C 2 MOS 4 7 3 3 3 4 4 3 6 37 

3. Conv. 9 6 8 4 8 8 8 9 8 68 

4. Transm. 3 3 7 7 4 5 2 6 7 44 

5. MUX-1. 8 8 4 9 9 9 5 8 4 64 

6. MUX-2. 5 4 1 1 7 2 6 5 3 34 

7. PowerPC 2 2 2 5 2 3 1 2 9 28 

8. Racefree 7 5 6 2 5 6 7 7 2 47 

9. Pass Gate DFF 1 1 5 6 1 1 3 1 1 20 (best) 
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variation, comes into play. Low variation in the limits for setup and 

hold time together with proper clock routing makes it more likely 

that no hold or setup time violation is caused by clock skew in the 

total system. As the box-plots in Figs. 10 and 11 show, the boxes 

having the least variation in minimal limits of setup time is the 

pass gate DFF, tightly followed by the PowerPC 603 and the C 2 MOS. 

The same is true for the hold time variation, in addition to the 

3 DFFs mentioned for the setup time variation, the XNOR-based 

MUX DFF looks particularly promising. As for the single functional 

yield, the NAND&INV DFF sticks out as the worst flip-flop for the 

same reason. Functionality violations that are caused by mismatch 

in the Monte Carlo simulations are independent of the setup- and 

hold-time that is used. The minimal functional setup- and hold- 

time values that are registered for the functionality violations be- 

comes the initial values used for the setup and hold time sweeps, 

resulting in the stretched 25&75 percentiles of the data-set. 

The Power delay product used here for all architectures is the 

D-Q delay at the found optimal setup-time multiplied by the av- 

erage power consumption of the switching event. The pass gate 

flip-flop is, for the same reason as for the minimal clock-period 

aspect, not at the very top of the list. The use of single transistor 

pass gates makes the flip-flop highly asymmetrical when it comes 

to propagation delays and setup times for both logic high and logic 

low signals. D-Q delay is in this paper found as the worst case D-Q 

of a falling and rising Q signal event. So even though the pass-gate 

flip-flop toggles Q to a logic high using a short D-Q delay, the flip- 

flop is evaluated using its worst case D-Q delay that occurs in the 

falling Q event as can be seen in the horisontal placement of the 

upside down delta symbols in Fig. 13 . This makes the worst case 

PDP for the pass gate DFF about 4 times larger than what it would 

have been for the rising Q signal case. As a result, the two flip-flop 

designs that have better power-delay products than the pass gate 

are the PowerPC 603 and the transmission gate DFFs with 52aJ and 

61aJ respectively. 

According to Figs. 10 & 11 , the MUX-based flip-flop constructed 

using logic gates is by far the most prone architecture to statistical 

variations. The 8 other flip-flops prove to be quite robust in this 

aspect of the analysis. To minimize hold time and setup time vio- 

lations in a system setting one would normally prefer D flip-flops 

with small variations in hold- & setup-time. The smaller the vari- 

ation, the better the functional yield on a system level. The box 

plots suggest that the pass gate and the PowerPC DFFs are most 

desired from a setup time variation viewpoint and that the pass 

gate-, the MUXv2-, the C 2 MOS-, the PowerPC and the R-Free DFFs 

are best with respect to hold time variation. Overall the pass gate 

proves to be surprisingly robust to process variations. 

In the result section we listed the leakage power consump- 

tion and the energy per cycle of each DFF for multiple operation 

regions. The top three flip-flops, having the least leakage power 

consumption in the idle state for the entire swept range of sup- 

ply voltage, is the pass gate, the PowerPC and the C 2 MOS -DFFs, 

the worst is the conventional NAND&INV based DFF most likely 

due to its high amount of gates and thus relatively low resistance 

between V DD and GND. When it comes to energy per cycle, the 

pass gate is best while the conventional NAND&INV based DFF 

is worst for a supply voltage range of 150 mV to 400 mV. The 

flip-flops having the best energy consumption per cycle accord- 

ing to Fig. 20 proves to depend almost solely on the supply volt- 

age and not that much on the frequency, with the exception on 

the voltage range from 0.6V to 0.8V, here the PowerPC 603 per- 

forms best for high frequencies while the C 2 MOS performs better 

for low frequencies on Pre-Layout simulations. For post layout sim- 

ulations the S2CFF is best for low frequencies in this region while 

the C 2 MOS is best for high frequencies. 

The simulation results found here, corresponds quite well to the 

earlier comparative studies in [9,10] and [11] where the PowerPC 

603 DFF sticks out as the best architecture with respect to PDP. The 

results presented here supports these findings, but also broadens 

the DFF scope by shedding light on the pass gate flip-flop which 

performs better than the PowerPC 603 design on a broader basis 

except for maximum clock speed and energy per cycle outside of 

the subthreshold supply voltage region. The PDP of the PowerPC 

design in [10] is equal to 1 femtojoule at 200 mV post-layout, the 

lower PDP found here in 28 nm FDSOI may be explained by scal- 

ing advantages and the fact that the FDSOI process is more energy 

friendly than common bulk technologies. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper various DFF structures are evaluated by their per- 

formance in the subthreshold region. The single-transistor pass 

gate flip-flop scores overall superior results compared to the other 

DFFs. It takes up silicon space equal to 49% of the S 2 CFF DFF area 

with the comparable layout approach described. Simulations point 

out that the pass gate design can be operated at lower voltages 

than the other DFFs. It is, however, worse than most DFFs for su- 

perthreshold operation, and it is not scoring very well on maxi- 

mum clock frequency. The PowerPC 603 DFF is with a PDP of 52 

attojoules, once again, found to be the flip-flop that has the low- 

est power-delay product followed by the transmission gate and the 

pass gate DFFs. 

Energy efficiency is a significant challenge for IoT hardware, re- 

ducing the energy consumption of wireless sensor circuitry to the 

point where it can operate perpetually without the need for bat- 

tery change is crucial to make the various IoT systems maintain- 

able as they scale. Recent developments within the field are plen- 

tiful, for instance, in the 2016 January issue of IEEE JSSC, a sub- 

threshold ARM processing sub-system was designed [17] with an 

energy consumption of 11.7 pJ/cycle as a result of system- and 

software-level optimization for energy consumption. The authors 

highlight the importance of low-power circuit and system compo- 

nents for IoT applications. The ARM processing sub-system was im- 

plemented with 6.5 % of its cells as state-retention flip-flops (RFF) 

that consists of a modified version of the conventional master-slave 

DFF that is analyzed here. According to their source of inspiration 

[18] , the RFF may be implemented using any kind of master-slave 

DFF that is scan-testable, making each DFF discussed in the work 

performed here, eligible. By selecting another DFF topology to base 

the RFF on, they could, according to the study performed here, im- 

prove both the power consumption and the overall performance of 

the ARM processing subsystem even further. 

All flip-flop architectures discussed in this paper are yet to be 

analyzed with silicon measurements, such investigations will re- 

veal impact of any parasitic effects that are neglected by the QRC 

resistance and capacitance extraction tool used in this work. At 

the time of writing, the GDS files of a 1mm 

2 test-die has been 

sent to Circuits Multi-Projects(CMP) for fabrication, the test chip 

completion- and delivery-date is scheduled to be in the summer 

of 2016. 
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A B S T R A C T

Balancing the PMOS/NMOS strength ratio is a key issue to maximize the noise margin, and hence, the functional
yield of CMOS logic gates and minimize the leakage energy per cycle in the subthreshold region. In this work, the
PMOS/NMOS strength ratio was balanced using a poly-biasing technique in conjunction with back-gate biasing
provided in a 28 nm fully depleted silicon on insulator (FDSOI) CMOS technology. A 32-bit adder based on
minority-3 (min-3) gates and a 16-bit adder based on Boolean gates have been implemented. Chip measurement
results of nine samples show highly energy efficient adders. The 32-bit and 16-bit adders achieved mean
minimum energy points (MEP) of 20.8 fJ at 300 mV and 12.34 fJ at 250 mV, respectively. In comparison to
adders reported in other works in the same technology, the energy per 1-bit addition of the 32-bit adder is
improved by 37%. This improvement in energy consumption is 25% for the 16-bit adder. According to the
measurement results of ten chips, the designed adders exhibited functionality down to supply voltages of
110 mV-125 mV, without body biasing. Additionally, the minimum Vdd of all the 32-bit adders based on min-
ority-3 gates decreased to 80 mV by applying a reverse back bias voltage to the PMOS devices. One sample was
functional at 79 mV with a 430 mV reverse back bias voltage applied to its PMOS devices.

1. Introduction

Reducing power consumption to ultimately break heat walls or to
reduce energy consumption to prolong battery lifetime are key issues in
present day microelectronics. The growing number of battery driven
wireless devices, as well as the increasing energy demand of the ap-
plications to which these are intended, create a need for innovations in
ultra-low power (ULP) circuitry. Subthreshold operation, potentially
providing higher energy efficiency than other known low power cir-
cuits, has been known since the 1960s [1]. However the increasing
demand mentioned above, and new features of modern process tech-
nologies, brings relevance of subthreshold design back.

A commercially available 28 nm FDSOI CMOS process tackles some
of the key challenges faced by the scaling of conventional bulk silicon
devices better, and so enables prolongation of Moore’s law [2]. In this
technology, the junction capacitance is significantly reduced and the
drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect is also lowered due to the
ultra thin body and buried oxide [2], this while increasing the effi-
ciency of back-gate biasing. In addition, the random dopant fluctuation
is suppressed because threshold voltage adjustments do not depend on
doping levels.

This manuscript present several extensions to the contents in [3]
with respect to both statistical simulations and new measurements on
additional chip samples. The extensions to simulations include varia-
bility in on-currents and delay as functions of sizing, and how sizing can
affect energy per cycle for the designed logic cells. Post-layout simu-
lations were also added, and compared to measurements results. Ad-
ditionally, new measurements results have been added, which include
effects of applying back-gate biasing voltages. Further extensions to [3]
include measurements of static power consumption for nine 16-bit and
32-bit adder samples.

We here report highly energy efficient logic gates by exploiting both
poly-biasing [4] as well as back-gate biasing techniques. Both techni-
ques allow us to reduce the size of the pull up devices, thus reducing the
leakage current and parasitic capacitance of the cells. This in turn leads
to reduced power consumption. The poly-biasing technique increases
the effective channel gate length without increasing the active area of
the devices. Applying poly-biasing while connecting the PWELL/
NWELL ties to ground improves the strength of the PMOS transistors.
Moreover, the regular threshold voltage (RVT) devices have been
chosen to reduce the leakage current further, compared to low
threshold voltage (LVT) devices. Although higher threshold voltage
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leads to slower circuits, it can reduce the energy consumption of circuits
with more relaxed throughput requirements [5]. The computational
demands of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been discussed in
[6], and the sensor-network applications were categorized into three
groups: 1- low-bandwidth rates (sample rate less than 100 Hz), 2- mid-
bandwidth rates (sample rate 100 Hz-1 KHz) and 3- high-bandwidth
rates (sample rate higher than 1 KHz). It was shown in [6] that the
performance of a processor with 168 KHz clock was more than four
times of the desired performance for mid-bandwidth applications. For
such systems with relaxed throughput requirements, a lower static
power and robust functionality at ultra-low voltages translates into a
lower energy consumption. Moreover, the use of RVT devices enables
applying extreme reverse back-bias schemes to save leakage energy in
the sleep mode, and avoid costly power-gating.

To validate the proposed sizing techniques, we have implemented a
32-bit adder based on min-3 gates [7] and a 16-bit adder based on
traditional Boolean gates. The ripple carry adder (RCA) topology has
been chosen because the energy consumption of the serial adders may
be lower than the parallel adders while maintaining the same speed,
when operated in subthreshold [8]. Comparing to adders reported in
the same 28 nm FDSOI process technology [9], the minimum energy
per 1-bit addition of the 32-bit and 16-bit adders have been improved
by 37% and 25%, respectively.

To the knowledge of the authors, the 32-bit adder provides the
lowest energy per 1-bit addition and the lowest functional Vdd among
static CMOS circuits with more complex functionalities than simple
inverters or ring-oscillators.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The device
sizing is discussed in Section 2. Two implementations of subthreshold
adders are presented in Section 3. Measurement results are shown in
Section 4, and is followed by a discussion in Section 5, before the final
conclusions in Section 6.

2. Device sizing for balanced PMOS/NMOS

2.1. Transistor dimensions

Balancing the driving strength of the pull-up/pull-down networks
(PUN/PDN) is a key issue to properly operate logic gates in the ultra-
low voltage (ULV) domain. In addition, unbalanced PMOS/NMOS in-
creases the leakage energy of subthreshold circuits [10]. Nevertheless
as shown in Fig. 1, the on-current ratio of the PMOS with respect to
NMOS is too small in the ULV domain. In Fig. 1, the NMOS device width
is 200 nm, L=30 nm and the drain-source voltage is set equal to the
supply voltage. For example, the PMOS gate width should be upsized by
more than 4X to have a balanced PUN/PDN at a supply voltage of
150 mV. This causes asymmetry in the layout of the cells. Additionally,
both leakage current and parasitic capacitances, and consequently the
power consumption of the circuit, increase with wider PMOS

transistors. Therefore using techniques to improve the strength ratio
between PMOS and NMOS, can be an effective approach to reduce both
power consumption and minimum operating supply voltage of sub-
threshold circuits.

In this work we increased the effective gate length of the NMOS
transistors by 16 nm using poly-biasing to balance NMOS and PMOS
driving strengths. We also connected both NWELL and PWELL ties to
ground, thus the bulk-source junction of PMOS transistors were forward
biased. In order to reduce the leakage current further, the effective
PMOS gate length was also increased by 4 nm using poly-biasing, while
maintaining the switching voltage at Vdd/2. As can be observed from
Fig. 2, the threshold voltage of this 28 nm FDSOI technology is in-
versely proportional to the gate width of the devices. In Fig. 2,

= +L L 16nmos min nm, = +L L 4pmos min nm and =V 200dd mV. The
NMOS and PMOS transistor channel widths were chosen taking into
account the channel width dependency of the threshold voltage. The
minimum width of the NMOS devices was chosen to be 200 nm and the
corresponding PMOS width that resulted in a switching voltage of Vdd/2
for an inverter was 300 nm. Although a Wp/Wn ratio of 1.5 is required
for balancing the PMOS and NMOS transistors, this is a reasonable ratio
comparing with for example [11], where for =W W/ 5p n , PMOS/NMOS
strength ratio is balanced and for =W W/ 2,p n the PMOS and NMOS
transistors are still unbalanced. Fig. 3 shows the schematics and device
sizes for the basic logic cells that were used to implement the 1-bit full
adders (FA).

2.2. Exploring variability and energy efficiency

In order to explore the robustness of the proposed sizing approach,
the drain current variability of an inverter (INV3) based on the pro-
posed sizing approach was simulated and compared to two other in-
verters. The drive strength of the pull-up/down devices of the first in-
verter (INV1) were balanced and the active area of the PMOS was more
than 5X the NMOS active area with WP=420 nm, Wn=80 nm and

=L LP n=30 nm. The second inverter (INV2) had the same total area as
INV1 but the PMOS/NMOS drive strengths are not balanced
(WP=300 nm, Wn=200 nm and =L LP n=30 nm). The active area of
the PMOS in INV3 is only 1.1X the NMOS active area where
WP=300 nm, Wn=200 nm, LP=30+4 nm and Ln=30+16 nm.

Fig. 4 shows the NMOS/PMOS on-currents variability for the above
discussed inverters as a function of supply voltage. Monte Carlo

Fig. 1. PMOS/NMOS on-current ratio versus Vdd for Wn=200 nm and =L Ln p=30 nm.

Fig. 2. Dependency of the threshold voltage on channel width (a) NMOS (b) PMOS.

Fig. 3. Schematic view and corresponding device sizes of the basic logic gates used to
implement FAs.
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simulations have been carried out at the typical process corner (TT)
considering mismatch and process variations. The NMOS on-current
variability in INV1 is much higher than that of the PMOS. In INV2, the
variability of the PMOS on-current is slightly lower than the NMOS on-
current variability, but the NMOS is stronger than the PMOS for this
inverter. For INV3, the on-current variability of the NMOS and PMOS
are almost the same and the drive strength of the transistors are ba-
lanced. Therefore, logic cells with relatively equal active areas of PMOS
and NMOS devices might benefit from similarity in rise and fall delays
variability. Fig. 5 shows Monte Carlo simulations of the rise/fall FO4
delays of INV1, INV2 and INV3 with 3-σ accuracy (99.73% target yield)
at the TT process corner and 200 mV taking mismatch and process
variations into account. It can be observed from Fig. 5 that the varia-
bility of the fall delay of INV1 is 2.3X the variability of its rise delay.
Despite the small difference in rise and fall delays variability in INV2,
its rise delay mean value is 2.8X fall delay mean value. However, the
difference in fall and rise delay variability is only 2% for INV3, and the
fall delay mean value is comparable to the rise delay mean value. In-
creasing the channel length of transistors results in longer delays.
Nevertheless, as discussed previously, it reduces the delay variability
and improves the functional yield of the logic cells. In order to in-
vestigate if the drop in the speed of logic cells can be compensated
without energy overhead by increasing the supply voltage, the energy
of inverter chains with 20 FO4 delay logic depth was simulated versus
Vdd. The logic depth of 20 was chosen because as it is discussed in [12]
and [13], a logic depth of 20 to 17 results in a balance between the path
delay variability and the energy efficiency. Fig. 6 shows the total energy
per cycle of 20 FO4 delay inverter chains consist of INV1, INV2 and
INV3 versus supply voltage, with a switching activity of 0.25. For ex-
ample at a target operating frequency of 1MHz, the energy per op-
eration of INV3 chain is 6.08 fJ (@283 mV) which is 9% lower than the

energy per operation of INV1 chain (6.68 fJ @ 250 mV) and 24% lower
than the energy per operation of the INV2 chain (7.97 fJ @ 254 mV).
Therefore, the resultant drop in the speed due to the larger channel
lengths can be compensated by increasing the supply voltage without
increasing the energy consumption.

2.3. Back-gate biasing effects

The FDSOI technology offers a relatively wide range of back-gate
biasing voltages, due to the buried oxide, that regulates the threshold
voltages of the transistors. The effect of back-gate biasing voltage on the
delay and leakage of subthreshold circuits can be estimated taking the
exponential dependency of the drain-source current on Vth

( ∝ −I exp V V nV( )/ds GS th t [14,15]) and linear dependency of Vth on back-
bias voltage [16] into account.

The linear relationship between the threshold voltage, Vth, and the
back-gate voltage, VBS, of FDSOI devices, can be expressed as [17]:

= −V V γVth th BS0 (1)

In [17], γ was approximated to be 85 mV/V.
Considering the exponential dependency of the drain-to-source

current on the threshold voltage in the subthreshold region, we can
write the following expressions for the delay ratio and the leakage
current ratio for different back-gate biasing voltages with a fixed supply
voltage:

∝ − = −
t
t

exp V V nV exp γV nV(( )/ ) ( / )D

D
th th t BS t

1

0
1 0 (2)

∝ − =
I
I

exp V V nV exp γV nV(( )/ ) ( / )leak

leak
th th t BS t

1

0
0 1

(3)

In Eqs. (2) and (3), n is the inverse slope of the subthreshold current,
Vth0 is the threshold voltage of the device with no body biasing voltage,
and Vt is the thermal voltage (4kT/q≈ 26 mV at room temperature).
We will use these equations later, in Section 4, to compare our calcu-
lations to the measurement results.

3. Adder circuit design

Fig. 7 illustrates 1-bit FA cells of the two different logic styles. The
FA based on min-3 gates [7] was used to implement a 32-bit RCA [8]. A
16-bit RCA was also implemented using the FA based on Boolean logic
gates. The layout views of the FAs are shown in Fig. 8. We focused on
layout regularity to increase the matching properties of the devices and
alleviate local systematic matching errors [18]. There is no rounding
and routing in the poly layer. All the poly polygons have single direc-
tion, and 106 nm poly pitch was used to be able to apply poly-biasing
on transistors gates. As a result, the mismatch between transistors gate
lengths should decrease [18], as well as leakage currents and

− −I I/on NMOS on PMOS. Back-bias voltage rails are routed in parallel with the
supply and ground rails and well ties are placed on top and bottom of
each cell to reduce the device’s active area distance to the well ties.

Fig. 4. Percentage variability of the NMOS/PMOS on-currents for different inverter im-
plementations.

Fig. 5. Rise and fall FO4 delay variability of different sizing approaches at a supply
voltage of 200 mv.

Fig. 6. Energy per cycle and delay of the 20 FO4 delay inverter chains.
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4. Simulation and measurement results

Fig. 9 shows the PCB and QFN44 socket that was used for measuring
the ten chips. Fig. 10 illustrates the test chip block diagram. A toggling
input carry was applied to the adders while all the A inputs were
shorted to Vdd, and the B inputs connected to ground. This exercised the
critical path and caused the longest delay [8]. The RVT devices that
were used in the core circuitry had threshold voltages of around
430 mV. The buffers were implemented with LVT transistors to make
the delay through the buffers and I/O pads negligible compared to that
of the adders. The absolute value of the threshold voltages of the LVT
transistors used in the buffers is around 390 mV. An HP 6632A DC
power supply was used for the supply voltages of the adders. The input
carry signal was generated by an Agilent 33522A function generator. To
measure the currents, a Keithley 6485 Picoammeter was used. The
output/input waveforms were captured by a ROHDE & SCHWARZ RTE
1022 oscilloscope.

Fig. 11 (a) shows measured energy per operation of the 32-bit adder
versus supply voltage at maximum operating speed. The delay of the
32-bit adder versus Vdd is also shown in Fig. 11 (b). The MEP of nine
samples was measured for the 32-bit and 16-bit RCAs. The 32-bit RCA
achieved a minimum energy point of 20.8 fJ on average at a 300 mV Vdd

and the mean delay at this Vdd was 3.2 μs. This means that the mean
MEP per 1-bit addition is 0.65 fJ for this adder. Measured energy and
delay of the 16-bit adder versus supply voltage are depicted in
Fig. 12(a) and (b). The average of the minimum energy point of the 16-

bit adder for nine samples was measured to be 12.34 fJ at 250 mV.
Thus, the minimum required energy per 1-bit addition of this adder is
0.77 fJ on average. The mean delay of the 16-bit adder was 6.2 μs at the
MEP (@250 mV).

Fig. 13 shows the measured static power consumption of nine 32-bit
RCA and 16-bit RCA samples. During leakage current measurements,

Fig. 7. Block-diagram of 1-bit FA (a) implemented with min-3 gates (b) implemented
with Boolean gates.

Fig. 8. Layout view of the 1-bit full adder (a) im-
plemented with min-3 gates (b) implemented with
Boolean gates.

Fig. 9. The PCB and QFN44 socket for measuring chip samples.

Fig. 10. Block-diagram of the test chip.
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using a Keithley 6485 Picoammeter, the carry in of both adders was
grounded. Chip number 8 was damaged during these measurements, so
its static power consumption is not included in Fig. 13. The simulated
and average measured static power consumptions of nine samples is
also depicted in Fig. 13 (with square markers).

To draw a fair comparison between the static power of the FAs
based on min-3 and Boolean logic gates, the static power consumption
of 1-bit FAs were extracted from the mean measured static power in
Fig. 13, and is illustrated in Fig. 14. As can be observed from Fig. 14,

the static power consumption of the 1-bit FA based on Boolean gates is
more than 2X of the static power of the 1-bit FA implemented with min-
3 gates. At the supply voltages of 125 mV and 500 mV, the static power
consumption of the FA based on Boolean gates is 2.34X and 2.73X the
static power of the FA implemented with min-3 gates, respectively.

We measured ten chips to explore the functionality of the adders at
extremely low supply voltages. Fig. 15 shows the minimum Vdd of the
adders as a histogram for ten measured chips with both PMOS and
NMOS back-gates (Vbbp and Vbbn) shorted to ground. The minimum Vdds
were all between 110 and 125 mV for both types of adders, when
having their back-gates connected to ground. In the 32-bit adder case,
two chips out of ten measured samples were functional down to
110 mV. For the 16-bit adder, four chip samples out of ten were func-
tional down to 110 mV.

As shown in Fig. 10, the PWELL/NWELL contacts of the 32-bit adder
are routed to the I/O pads, which enables applying off-chip back bias
voltages to this adder. The Vbbp and Vbbn voltages were generated by off-
chip MASCOT 719 DC power supplies. We were able to decrease the
minimum Vdd of the first 32-bit adder sample down to 79 mV by ap-
plying a 430 mV positive Vbbp to the PMOS transistors, i.e. applying a
reverse back bias voltage to the PMOS transistors. The oscilloscope
plots of the input/output carries of the 32-bit adder at a supply voltage
of 79 mV with =V 430bbp mV and =V 0bbn V are shown in Fig. 16.
Fig. 17 depicts the input/output carries of the 16-bit adder for a Vdd of
110 mV. The minimum Vdd of all the 32-bit adder samples decreased by
applying a reverse back bias (RBB) to the PMOS transistors. The re-
quired back-gate voltages for PMOS devices of the 32-bit adders to
achieve a minimum functional Vdd of 80 mV, and corresponding
leakage currents of the 32-bit adder samples at 80 mV, are listed in
Table 1.

Unlike the conventional back biasing of the RVT transistors where
= −V V Vbbp dd bb and =V Vbbn bb [20], the absolute values of the PMOS

and NMOS back bias voltages are equal in the logic cells we developed,
i.e. = −V Vbbp bb and =V Vbbn bb. In order to decrease the delay of the 32-
bit RCA, we applied a forward back bias (FBB) voltage equal to 0.25 V
( = −V 0.25bbp V and =V 0.25bbn V). Fig. 18(a) shows the measured delay
of the 32-bit adder with three different back biasing schemes as a
function of supply voltage. The delay of the 32-bit adder decreased by

Fig. 11. Measured energy and delay of the 32-bit adder versus Vdd.

Fig. 12. Measured energy and delay of the 16-bit adder versus Vdd.

Fig. 13. Measured static power consumption of nine (a) 32-bit adder samples (b) 16-bit
adder samples.

Fig. 14. Static power consumption of the 1-bit FAs.

Fig. 15. Minimum Vdd distribution of (a) 32-bit adders implemented with min-3 gates (b)
16-bit adders implemented with Boolean gates.
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39% at 125 mV and 23% at 500 mV when a 0.25 V forward back bias
was applied to this adder.

A 0.5 V reverse back bias voltage ( =V 0.5bbp V and = −V 0.5bbn V)
was also applied to the adder to reduce the leakage current of the cir-
cuit. As can be observed from Fig. 18(b), a static power reduction of
70% at 125 mV and 68% at 500 mV was achieved by applying a 0.5 V
back-gate bias voltage to the 32-bit adder. For a supply voltage of
200 mV and 0.25 V FBB, the resulting reduction in delay was measured
to be 1.8X, while the RBB of 0.5 V reduced the leakage current by a
factor of 3.3X. Eqs. (2) and (3) combined with extracted values based
on simulations, for a Vdd of 200 mV, were used for comparisons with

measured data. The inverse slope of the subthreshold current, n, was
found to be 1.22 for the NMOS and 1.18 for the PMOS. The body factor
[17] was found to be 64 mV/V for the NMOS, and 71 mV/V for the
PMOS, respectively. Using the average value of the parameters for the
PMOS and NMOS transistors, the measured reduction in delay of 1.8X
was estimated as 1.7X based on Eq. (2), while the measured reduction
in the leakage current (RBB of 0.5 V) of 3.3X was estimated to be 2.9X,
based on Eq. (3).

Fig. 19 shows the layout view of the 32-bit RCA and the parasitic
PWELL/NWELL diodes. A deep-NWELL (D-NWELL) and an NWELL
guard-ring was used to isolate the PWELL of the adder from the p-

Fig. 16. Oscilloscope plots proving that the 32-bit adder is functional at 79 mV with =V 430bbp mV and =V 0bbn V.

Fig. 17. Oscilloscope plots proving that the 16-bit adder is functional at 110 mV with = =V V 0bbp bbn V.
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substrate. The breakdown voltage of the PWELL/NWELL diode restricts
the reverse back bias voltage range. For the forward back bias scenario,
the limiting factor comes from the threshold voltage of these diodes.
Therefore, the applicable reverse back bias voltage to the RVT devices is
wider than the forward back bias voltage range. The leakage current of
the PWELL/NWELL diode was measured to be 12.6 nA when a 0.25 V
forward back bias was applied to the adder. This leakage current in-
creased to 1.44 μ A when the applied forward back bias voltage was
increased to the 0.3 V. Thus, we limited the forward back bias voltage
to be 0.25 V to reduce the leakage current through the parasitic diodes.

5. Discussion

Table 2 compares the measurement results of the designed adders
with the post-layout simulation results of existing works in terms of
energy, delay and area. The 32-bit RCA presented here achieved 0.65 fJ
per 1-bit addition. This is the lowest energy per 1-bit addition among
the works listed in Table 2. In comparison to [9] which has the lowest
reported energy per 1-bit addition (1.03 fJ) among the other works, the
energy per 1-bit addition of the 32-bit and 16-bit adders are improved
by 37% and 25%, respectively.

Comparing the 1-bit addition delay times at 300 mV, the adder in
[9] has the shortest delay of 1.7 ns, thanks to the LVT devices and
forward body biasing. The 1-bit addition delay times the 32-bit and 16-
bit adders in [19] are 28 ns. This means that the adders in [19] are 3.8X
and 3.6X faster than the presented 32-bit and 16-bit adders, respec-
tively, when = =V V 0bbp bbn . As listed in Table 2, the static power
consumption of the reported 32-bit RCA in [19] is 15.9X higher than
the static power of the 32-bit adder and the 16-bit adder in [19] has
6.8X higher static power consumption than the 16-bit adder in this
work. The low speed of the designed adders was not unexpected con-
sidering RVT transistors and longer channel lengths of the devices.
Nevertheless, the delay of the 32-bit adder at 300 mV decreased to
2.04 μs (i.e. 63.75 ns per 1-bit addition) when a 0.25 V forward back
bias was applied. Moreover, there are many applications with very low
operating frequency requirements where wireless sensor networks are
utilized to monitor phenomena with low sample rates [6,21].

The minimum supply voltage of the 32-bit adder decreased by ap-
plying a reverse back-bias voltage to the PMOS devices, and the same
trend was observed for all the samples (Table 1). Therefore, the dies
position might be towards the slow-NMOS fast-PMOS (SF) process corner.

Despite the fact that the FA based on min-3 gates has 34 transistors
and the FA based on Boolean gates has 32 transistors, the footprint area
of the FA based on min-3 gates (12.06 μm2) is smaller than the area of
FA based on Boolean gates (13.68 μm2). The area of the 32-bit adder is
3% smaller than the 32-bit adder in [19], while the 16-bit adder has 9%
more area in comparison with the 16-bit adder in [19].

The leakage power of the 32-bit RCA was lower than the leakage
power of the 16-bit RCA. From Fig. 14, the static power of the 1-bit FA
based on Boolean gates is more than 2X of that of the 1-bit FA im-
plemented with min-3 gates. The static power consumption accounts
for a considerable part of the total power consumption at extremely low
supply voltages where the operating frequency of the system is rela-
tively low. Thus, the leakage current plays a significant role on energy
consumption at ultra-low Vdds and a high leakage current deteriorates
the energy consumption of the circuit. Thereby, a lower MEP at a lower
supply voltage could be achieved by using FAs based on min-3 gates in
the datapath blocks of the system.

Schmitt–Trigger logic cells functioning down to a supply voltage of
62 mV have been reported in [22]. However, these logic cells were not
energy and area efficient. An ultra-low voltage subthreshold adder
based on static CMOS logic cells, implemented in 65 nm CMOS, have
been reported in [23], which was capable of working correctly down to
a supply voltage of 84 mV. LVT devices have been used in [23], hence
the leakage current is relatively high. Although the minimum reported
Vdd is higher compared to [22], the logic cells are more area and power
efficient. Thereby, the proposed approach can also be useful for appli-
cations powered by an energy harvesting source where the limiting
factor comes from the power consumption of the system [24].

Table 1
Required back-bias voltage for the PMOS devices of ten 32-bit adder samples to reduce the minimum functional Vdd of the adders down to 80 mV and the corresponding measured leakage
current of each sample at 80 mV.

Chip1 Chip2 Chip3 Chip4 Chip5 Chip6 Chip7 Chip8 Chip9 Chip10

Vbbp[mV] 420 355 530 315 625 535 355 685 610 475
Ileak[nA] 0.27 0.25 0.15 0.21 0.29 0.31 0.23 N/A 0.17 0.24

Fig. 18. Measured (a) Delay and (b) static power of the 32-bit adder (first sample) for
three back-biasing schemes.

Fig. 19. Layout view of the 32-bit adder and corresponding parasitic PWELL/NWELL
diodes.
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6. Conclusion

The development of ultra-low energy subthreshold adders in a
28 nm FDSOI CMOS technology has been presented. Poly and back-gate
biasing techniques has been used to balance PMOS/NMOS strength
ratio. This combined with selected building block topology and regular
layout which in turn resulted in a robust and energy efficient adder. To
the knowledge of the authors, the measured 0.65 fJ energy per 1-bit
addition of the 32-bit adder is the lowest measured energy reported so
far. Both the 32-bit and the 16-bit adders were functional in the deep
subthreshold region during measurements. The minimum functional
supply voltage of the 32-bit adder was found to be 79 mV with a
430 mV reverse back-gate bias applied to PMOS transistors. The back
biasing knob has been utilized to enhance the performance of the 32-bit
adder or reduce its leakage power consumption.
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